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Fear can hold you prisoner. Hope can set you free.
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ABSTRACT

In the expansion of offshore sustainable energy systems, there is growing pres-
sure on the environment and permit processes and the accumulation results in
much higher total risk for accidents of future assets. Anticipating the prob-
lems at the design stage and improving verification is likely to increase energy
development and reduce costs. This thesis explores offshore DST (Decision
Support Tools) and risk verification of subsea cable assets.

For subsea cables, a statistical method is proposed utilizing measurement
data together with shipping traffic data (AIS) to estimate the environmental
risk and risk of accidents of installed cable assets. This should partially solve
issues of improving design using more data and surveys and utilizing mechan-
ical and sensor-specific characteristics to improve the confidence and burial
estimation, contrary to today’s methodology. The implication of the two stud-
ies of cable burial risk assessment techniques and verification shows how a
developed methodology can solve issues for verifying the integrity of an in-
stalled asset. Putting our methodology into practice involves many challenges.

For the marine Decision Support Tool (DST) and sustainable energy de-
velopment, to estimate potential savings if permit processes would be shorter
and less burdensome without degrading the quality of the EIA (Environmen-
tal Impact Assessment). A method is proposed to model various scenarios of
effective savings from the development of a DST to reduce costs spent on EIA
permitting by the offshore energy developers. The study of the implication of
the marine EIA DST shows a quantifiable estimate of the savings potential for
permit processes for sustainable offshore development, and results indicate a
need for optimization of DST development, which can be an essential factor
in its implementation and success.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Themain theme of this thesis focuses on the handling of uncertainties for cable
measurements for risk assessment and design considerations for environmen-
tal impact assessment decision support tools (EIA DST). These uncertainties
were explored separately, where below in Section 1.1 the cable burial problem
implies increased risks and costs for high voltage installment through conser-
vative design choices and additional burial works or rock placement. And in
Section 1.2 the problem of EIA DSTs concerns permit lead-time, failure rate,
and future utilization as factors influencing costs and savings potential for off-
shore installations as they are built from a national or international perspective.

1.1 Cable risk assessment and verification for high
voltage cable installations

The research themes build upon the idea that improved risk assessment results
in decreased cost and operational uncertainty on how to handle problematic
situations. This includes goals of the creation of risk assessment methods to
improve the determination of effective burial depths through automation and
optimization of the processes. Other goals are to create analog or similar meth-
ods and methodologies to the existing cable burial design risk methods and
methodologies. Such new method and methodology can be used to assess ca-
ble installment integrity of installed and measured assets. Additionally, under
certain conditions, verify integrity without no measurements needed. Further
goals are to improve or create methods for assessment of risk which can esti-
mate future costs and be able to compare with cable design choices and cable
routing to optimize the cable design. Additionally goals include to improve
validation and verification, making proposed methods and methodologies rig-
orously tested through experimental data.

To reach these goals, a possible avenue is to improve existing and to build
new trust-able design methods. An approach considered is the extension of ca-
ble risks assessment methods and methodologies for anchor burial risk design,
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1 INTRODUCTION

anchor penetration methods and models to include the assessment of measure-
ment data in a more holistic statistical manner. Additionally, this cable burial
assessment of anchors should incorporate other risk factors dependent on the
depth in a unified model. Primarily other risk factors such as fishing gear
penetration and electro-thermal degradation.

My research contribution for offshore asset risk includes analysis of meth-
ods used to assess subsea cable burial design andmeasurements, leading to im-
prove understanding of uncertain elements and risk factors. Another element
is to improve and propose new methods to estimate risks for assets which will
help in accurately estimating future costs for maintenance. And lastly show
how the proposed method is affected by variation and limitations, which is an
element that can be of great consequence in deciding survey requirement and
design parameters.

The following research questions will be answered:

• How do the risk model parameters affect the cable design risk?

• How could the measurement uncertainty of cable burial depth be imple-
mented into risk management analysis?

• What possible implementation scenarios enable evaluation of differ-
ences between the risk estimates for a large-scale project of the design
risk and the as-built cable measured risk?

• What is a conservative estimate for the upper limit difference between
the design risk and as-built cable measured risk?

2



1 INTRODUCTION

1.2 Offshore Environmental Impact Assessment De-
cision Support Tools - EIA DST

In order to achieve the objectives outlined in this thesis, there is an imperative
to address two key issues. Firstly, it is essential to prioritize the use of ap-
propriate quantitative models for assessing ecosystems and economic assets,
with an emphasis on absolute impact. Furthermore, it is necessary to develop
new type of support for these DSTs. Secondly, the development of marine
EIA DSTs must be facilitated, and their analysis must take into account effi-
ciency gains and other sources of value. This can be accomplished by creating
a development model that can be optimized or skewed towards value-adding
aspects, even if they are not the primary driving forces behind the funding
or development of these tools by the relevant agencies. The goals of this re-
search are to work with the following subset, to present Sweden’s situation and
potential future scenarios of potential savings for offshore sustainable energy
development based on reduced or automated permitting processes and lead
times.

The following research questions will be answered:

• What mechanisms are most influential when considering DST’s savings
potential?

• How are influencing parameters motivated in their estimation?

• How is the savings potential of the DSTs impacted by estimated param-
eters and uncertainties or variability?

• How large is the expected costs and savings of the DST using the pro-
posed savings model?
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Chapter 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Reliability of risk assessment has been a vital component of risk analysis. It
is especially relevant in today’s world with exponential growth of offshore
sustainable energy production [1, 2, 3]. Additionally, adverse actions against
critical subsea infrastructure become crucial in the current situation[4, 5, 6].
The accuracy of risk assessment may not only result in costs for repairation but
it may have significant impacts on the economy, socioeconomic and environ-
mental aspects as we are moving towards less dependency on hydrocarbons
[7].

Since this thesis focuses on quantitative risk assessment of offshore as-
sets, two theoretical approaches need to be explored. The first is the quanti-
tative risk assessment of offshore high voltage cables, where improvements
to methodologies for the management of assessment using measured as-built
data results in issues [paper A and B]. Secondly, the risk assessment of marine
Decision Support Tools for Environmental Impact Assessment, where in the
EIA qualitative assessment dominates over quantitative assessment, and DSTs
move the assessment into the quantitative direction [paper C]. This chapters
introduces the theoretical background regarding risk management and assess-
ment framework in Section 2.1, additionally risk management for high voltage
subsea cables and risk management for marine environmental status. Further-
more in Section 2.2, cable burial depth design and validation is introduced,
and the methodology for cable burial depth assessment is introduced. In Sec-
tion 2.3 the regulatory issues and the challenges and opportunities surrounding
DSTs are introduced. Lastly, in Section 2.5, methodologies and standards for
shallow subsea power cables projects is introduced.
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Risk management frameworks
The risk management framework is a systematic methodology for assessing
and managing risk in a structured manner. This includes risk identification,
assessment, prioritization, mitigation, monitoring, and review [8]. Preferable
quantitative risk assessment necessitates a significant amount of data, which
can be time-consuming and expensive. Additionally, the approach cannot be
relevant in case of high data uncertainty or scarcity of data, and it has to be
reduced to a qualitative approach [9].

2.1.1 Risk management for high voltage subsea cables

The risk management and assessment of burial depth for subsea power cables
is derived from the ISO 31000 [10] and IEC 31010 [11] standards. The risk as-
sessment includes risk identification, analysis, and evaluation. The final stage
of the risk assessment is risk treatment and Monitoring and Review requiring
external communications. To enable a risk-based approach for designing shal-
low subsea power cables, DNV’s Recommended Practice 360 ’Subsea power
cables in shallow water’ [12] serves as an industry document that contains
guidance on every step of cable projects and applicable industry best practice.

One of the main risks for subsea power cables come from fishing gear and
dragging ship anchors that may catch the cables on top or in the sediments.
Anchors generally have a greater penetration depth than fishing equipment.
The cable burial design must ensure the avoidance of anchors penetrate the
sediments, primarily from the extended flukes. Additionally, in areas with
low shear strength, there is a risk that a heavy anchor may sink deeper into
the sediment than the flukes extend. In sandy environments, where cables are
typically buried, the bottom behaves similarly to a desert environment, with
dunes of various sizes that shift and move over time.

In project development shown in Figure 2.1, risk assessments are con-
ducted by different stakeholders. In the early design stages, project developers
take the main responsibility, while the ownership group takes on this task to-
ward the end of the project. Additionally, midway through the project, govern-
mental agencies issue permits, which include risk assessments, and this prior
risk assessment information is usually integrated as a part of the Environmen-
tal Impact Assessment (EIA) process [12]. A general project plan, analysis,
and the input of external experts and stakeholders shape this process.

Through the design of the EIA, the project owner aims to select an opera-
tional alternative that will have the most negligible impact on the ecosystems.
This underscores the importance of carefully considering the feedback pro-
vided by external experts and stakeholders throughout the EIA process to be
potentially be granted permits.

6



2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Figure 2.1: A typical timeline of an offshore cable project[12].

2.1.2 Risk assessment for marine EIA
Formarine environmental phenomena, a risk assessment frameworkD(A)PSIR
[13] or its derivatives (Driver-(Activites)-Pressures-State-Impacts-Responses)
is commonly utilized where OSPAR[14] (Convention for the Protection of the
Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic) supports the use of this frame-
work (See Figure 2.2). It helps to identify and categorize key factors that con-
tribute to a problem, identify gaps, and identify policy responses to address
the these issues. DAPSIR consists of the following categories:

• Drivers referring to the underlying causes of the environmental issue,
such as human activities or natural phenomena.

• Activities identifying the specific actions or behaviors contributing to
the issue.

• Pressures assessing the impact of these activities on the environment.

• State evaluating the current condition of the environment.

• Impacts looking at the consequences of the environmental issue, such
as harm to wildlife or damage to ecosystems.

• Response considering the various measures that can be taken to mitigate
the risks and address the issue.

The DAPSIR is primarily a 6-step qualitative approach, which includes a
semi-quantitative assessment of the pressures (Expert opinion-driven signifi-
cance of the Pressures change to the State).

7



2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Figure 2.2: A typical flow of usage of DAPSIR framwork[14].

2.2 Cable burial depth design and validation
For a cable project, there are typically two boundaries for the cable to stay in
between. The lower boundary is dependent on resulting cable temperature im-
pacted by thermally resistant sediment layers. The upper boundary is related
to protection from fishing gear and dragging anchors that ships drop down dur-
ing accidents. These penetrate into the sea bottom sediments, and depending
on the burial depth and the anchors’ size may be likely hit the cable, which
result in some mechanical damage.

When offshore cable assets are buried deep in sediments for protection
for fishing gear and anchors dragging from ships, but designed a maximum
depth due to maximum limited active temperature from heat generation and
the thermally insulation layers of sediment, illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of an anchor deployment near a cable drag on and in the
sediments.

8



2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Figure 2.4: Mapping of a few of the longest high voltage inter-connectors in
Europe[15].

The burial equipment is used to install hundreds of kilometers of cable,
as illustrated in Figure 2.4. When a burial installation has been completed,
a survey of the buried cable must be carried out to verify the Depth of Burial
(DoB). The designed burial depth is verified bymeasurement, performed using
a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV). It can be done using an active magnetic
sensor, acoustic sensor, or passive magnetic flux-gate, last of which requires a
signal emitting from the cable, see Figure 2.5. DoB is defined as the distance
between the seabed surface and the cable’s top.

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the burial depthmeasurement methods (A - activemagnetic
sensing, B - sonar, C - passive magnetic sensor, and in yellow underwater vehicles,
ROV).

The verification may face a problem if there are large variations and un-
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

certainty in the burial measurements. The cable’s measurements requires spa-
tial synchronization of the cable tracker sensor mounted on an ROV with an
acoustic positioning system placed on the survey ship (E.g., an Ultra-Short
Baseline USBL). The survey ship is positioned using a GNSS, a satellite po-
sitioning system. The need for synchronization induces additional uncertainty
in estimating the DoB, Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Simplified exemplification of a Depth of Burial, DoB, definition, and its
measurement method.

The problem has been that cable sensors have a few-meter range and poor
repeatability, and they work in highly complex surroundings. The physics of
an irregularly moving antenna, coil, or acoustic hydrophone configuration to
estimate the depth or distance to a nearby cable is difficult in modeling all
contaminations. One of the challenges to measuring burial depth is the need
for a signal to penetrate the conductive sea water and the dense and opaque
sediments covering the cable or cables. This typically limits available sensors
to ranging cables at a few meters impacted by noisy data, Figure 2.7.

Additionally, to complicate matters in managing deviations of the cable
position, the required deliverable of the designed burial depth results in re-
quirements being defined in the design constraints. If a validation proves devi-
ations in the data from design constraints, this could lead to additional surveys,
reburial operations, and rock dumping operations. Furthermore, surveyors re-
quest more precise survey requirements, which can improve the operations’
efficiency.

10



2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Figure 2.7: Comparing MBES and TSS-440 measurement data for three coils.

11



2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.2.1 Cable Risk Assessment
Historically the most commonly used approach is the BPI (Burial protection
index) developed by P.Mole [16] and improved by Allan [17]. BPI methodol-
ogy considers sediment shear strength, anchor penetration strength, and sand
wave movement to establish a burial depth that protects the cable from a scale
of one to three, where one is protected from fishing gear, and three is for large
anchors.

The most modern methodology CBRA [18] (Cable Burial Risk Assess-
ment) is primarily used during the design stage to optimize burial depth bound-
aries for an acceptable anchor risk. Note that the method is not designed to
be used for measurement data verification. Heat and other aspects are opti-
mized separately. CBRA takes into account certain types of anchor accidents
and fishing-gear seabed penetration. The methodology was developed by ’S.
Gooding P., Allan P., Errington J. Hunt ’ compiled into the open document
known as CBRA [18], of which statistical analysis of historical shipping cross-
ings to come up with estimations for the probability of impact along sections
of the cable route resulting in an estimate of risk. However, a fish gear is con-
sidered the baseline for burial depth, and anchors are considered for how often
they have accidents or similar, for which anchors will likely be deployed. Us-
ing CBRA results in estimating the annual probability of damage to sections
of a cable where soil conditions and properties are assumed to be constant over
large sections. The annual probability of a section Pstrike is described by:

Pstrike =

N0∑
n=1

Dship

8760Vship
PtrafficPwdPincident (2.1)

where
- Dship
8760Vship

expresses the fraction of exposure at the cable during a year.
- Vship the estimated average speed of the vessel over the cable is used (m/hr).
- Dship describes the estimated distance the anchor is dragged in meters.
-Pwd modifies the probability as anchoring during an incident is more unlikely
at deeper water in the presents of fewer obstacles. Example tables give this
modifier zero value for depths >50 m, otherwise one.
- Pincident is the probability of an engine incident such as loss of propulsion or
steering.

A recommended approach is to use the conservative estimate of the energy
absorbed by the anchor:

Dship =
mV 2

ship

FUHC
, (2.2)

where
-m is the mass of the ship.

12



2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

- FUHC is the anchor’s holding force, estimated from size and soil character-
istics.
- UHC states for Ultimate Holding Force.

When risk or depth are estimated using CBRA, there is a reference to Fac-
tor of Safety, FFoS defined in relation to Depth of Burial BDoB related by
BDoB = DDoBFFoS + DSM, where DSM is the sediment mobility. However,
the Factor of Safety is not defined within CBRA and it is up to the engineers
to include the uncertainty. There are six factors that contribute to FoS:

• Inherent uncertainty in the soil profile, the limited or sparse distancing
of samples, the soil profile’s impact, and its stability over time.

• Positioning and resolution of shallow geophysical surveys.

• Limitations of using historical shipping data, as future shipping routes
may change.

• The approximate manner of anchor size and anchor behavior.

• Inaccuracy of measuring of DoB.

Nevertheless, there are no methods to estimate any of these factors, especially
concerning an arbitrary factor FFoS. The two main factors of heat and an-
chor risks are burial depth-dependent and result in cable failures, where ex-
pected collisions stay relatively constant over time, while the expected electro-
thermal failures are expected to grow exponentially over time as shown in
(Figure 2.8). However, the risk factor related to thermal and electrical stresses
is not in the scope of the thesis.

Figure 2.8: Illustration of expected failures over time from shipping anchors and
electro-thermal failures.

13



2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.3 Regulatory issues for subsea and offshore sus-
tainable development

The Environmental Impact Assessment processes are a standard internation-
ally recognized risk assessment method for permitting projects with poten-
tially significant environmental impact [19]. Most western nations have de-
veloped similar processes enshrined in environmental acts [20]. When new
large projects are planned that potentially affect the environment, an EIA is
performed. However, as depicted in Figure 2.9, it is unclear if design options
for lessening the impact from pressure are efficiently powerful [21]. There are
three distinct possible outcomes:

• the response results in significantly improves conditions;

• the response results in very little changes from the prior expected poor
conditions outcome;

• the prior conditions are good, and the response changes very little.

However, the EIA process lacks quantitative assessment of risks, even minor
supervision, and follow-up of pressure impacts. These issues are partly due

Figure 2.9: The illustration of an EIA process and its impact.

to the challenge of inferring a change in pressure to the cumulative change
in the environment. It is a multi-variable problem that is also coupled with
not enough measurement data to verify the results. A lack of access to sea
measurement data is partly due to the more immense challenges in collection,
conventional sensors do not function and access the seawater, the collection
could be very costly, and funding for marine research is limited [22, 23].

Therefore, there is a challenging need for developing and verifying quan-
titative models for marine ecosystems (State) and their interactions (Impact)
with (Pressures) and especially long-term effects with accordance to a DAP-
SIR methodology [13, 14] .

For those who are not familiar with the standard practices of EIA, for in-
stance, scientists and engineers), it is common practice to categorize different
environmental pressures on a scale from 0 to 1 to conduct impact assessments.
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These pressures are then assigned to a natural number representing their im-
pact, ranging from 0 to 5. The cumulative impact on the state of ecosystems is
determined by taking the summation of the impact values multiplied by their
corresponding pressure presence, which results in a relative value [24].

2.4 Marine Decision Support Tools - DST
In the case of the trade-off between quantitative and qualitative risk assess-
ments, the former is the preferred method. This is particularly visible when
seeking a quantifiable estimate of the effectiveness of mitigation, preventative
measures, and policy changes. To obtain this level of precision and detail, a
quantitative method is required to support decision-making and inform the de-
sign of effective risk management strategies. However, it is often impossible
to conduct a comprehensive quantitative assessment due to limited resources,
including time and data analysis capabilities. Nevertheless, there have been
efforts to improve access to increase the use of quantitative methods and data
for more effective assessments, which are now converging into marine EIA
DSTs [25, 26].

The last few decades have seen a rise in offshore development, particularly
in nearshore wind energy. However, the traditional EIA permit processes have
been deemed to be too slow for the necessary development of renewable en-
ergy goals [27]. The purpose of the DSTs is to enhance the EIA process for
better environmental protection, and these tools are designed to automate and
streamline analysis. The DSTs utilize methods and analysis to estimate the
presence and behavior of ecosystems based on the pressures applied [28, 29].

A challenge in the development and maintenance of effective DSTs can
be both difficult and expensive. This challenge is being addressed through a
structured approach by the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Manage-
ment (SwAM) in the development of early DSTs named Mosaic and Sym-
phony [24, 30]. In this case, it is unclear if these development efforts will be
or are ongoing developments or are developed at a pace where the DSTs have
a significant impact on improving environmental impact assessment as the fu-
ture use of the seas, current marine environmental challenges and lowering the
lead times for projects.
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2.5 DNV-GL RP-360

The DNVGL RP-360 is a recommended practice[12] detailing all aspects of
cable projects, and Figure 2.10 depicts its different project phases, sub-phases,
and stakeholder involvements. Cable considerations, which are typically in
the early Concept stage, and the Design stage, both during Tendering and
Detailed design, involve optimization of the cable and cable burial design.
DNV-GL RP360 details the risk assessment process for optimizing the design

Figure 2.10: Cable design and risk assessment related to different phases of a project
detailed by the DNV-GL recommended practice[12].

of the cable design, the planned route, or burial depth in relation to the cable
risk factors, which include, but are not limited to, mechanical damage such as
over-bending, axial elongation, shear as a result of the installation, or dragging
anchors and fishing equipment getting stuck to the cable. The damages led to
breaks in water tightness and compromised electrical insulation. Mitigation
efforts to improve protection led to deeper cable burial, which helps protect
the cables from anchors and fishing equipment. The Depth of Penetration,
DoP, depends primarily on the object’s/anchor’s weight and sediment shear
strength.

Electrical insulation degradation occurs naturally under high-voltage power
transfer, and thermal damage can happen as heat increases the electrical in-
sulation’s aging rate [31, 32], resulting in an eventual insulation breakdown.
Since a cost-effective cable has high power output and long life compared to
cable insulation, electrical core, and installation costs, electrical longevity can
be improved by designing with additional electrical insulation or by increased
conductor size for fewer losses and generated heat. The thermal resistivity
of sediments is much higher than that of the convection effects of seawater.
Hence, deeper burial will increase the temperature of the cable or an equiva-
lent lowering of the rated power output of the cable to maintain the expected
time to failure. [33] This led to increased repair, capital, and installation costs
for the overall project.

The EIA are a integral part of a project from initial concept to decom-
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missioning. For marine EIA DST the effect is automated processes that may
impact these kind of projects positively in the reduction of manual and time
consuming work, during the concept, design phases, Figure 2.10.
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Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

The research field of the thesis is System Engineering relevant to marine ap-
plications, specifically in the area of energy installations. On the one hand, it
deals with the measurement data and models uncertainties[34] and their im-
pacts on risk assessment of buried subsea high voltage cables. On the other
hand, it concerns the complexity, cost- and time-effectiveness of permit pro-
cesses, including EIA for offshore installations. The applied methodology is
relevant for the engineering approaches rooted in uncertainty and/or ambiguity
in the risk assessment and methods used.

In this section the described methodological connections between the two
aspects of this thesis are illustrated in Figure 3.1. It is shown that the cable
burial assessment part focuses on the verification and validation of cable as-
sets. While the marine DST aspect focuses on risk management and its inte-
gration with a potential co-benefit of developing marine DST with a particular
focus on offshore energy applications.

Figure 3.1: Methodological connections between the two aspects of this thesis: DST
and cable burial assessment.

Both main thesis aspects deal with risk management and assessment along
with verification and validation methods, as shown in Figure 3.1. Those two
aspects are applied to marine technology, mainly from an engineering ap-
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proach considering engineering components, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. How-
ever, the main issues relate to traditionally viewed impenetrable obstacles as
human factors or complex ecosystems. Both aspects are based on the same
principal research methodology, but each is customized for different purposes.
The first relates to risk management and design validation of submarine cable
assets regarding measurement data integration. The second relates to marine
EIA DST in how development and design choices may be integrated to result
in cost-effective deployment.

Figure 3.2: A view of relationships among thesis research fields/applications and
three main applied approaches.

The cable risk assessment aspect follows a traditional scientific method
presented in Figure 3.3 [35], where a problem of cable measurement is initially
identified and research questions followed by relevant hypotheses have been
evolving to assess the cable risk anew. The thesis research goal is to solve the
problem of how measurement data contaminated by different types of noises
and uncertainties can be implemented into a robust assessment model of cable
burial risk of installed assets. The limitation of the approach is accessibility to
the data from reliable sources and how to verify results. This research applies a
multidimensional approach, which can limit the model’s overall accuracy but,
on the other hand, shows comprehensively how the proposed model works.
This is in contrast to isolating a single assessing variable, which is typically
preferred.

Extending from a classical paradigm towards a field with less tangible sec-
ondary processes such as human or multi-ecological impacts and with fewer
well-defined goals, which are related to marine EIA DST, a new methodolog-
ical approach is needed, more design orientated and focusing on tool devel-
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Figure 3.3: A classic scientific method and the main steps relevant for the research.

opment. Legislation and related processes are essential in designing the DST
model as it sets limitations. The current and future permit system is the base-
line in the model. The market is assessed in terms of its growth and the time
aspect that impacts the effectiveness and efficiency of the design. However,
aspects of tools, users, and social factors are not deeply investigated. They
are considered constant or not change over time and may implicitly be incor-
porated in some processes as a constant factor in efficiency for human design
outcomes. The initial rationale is to model a simplified DST working with one
of the aspects of the subsea environment, processes, and users. But the scope
of this thesis is limited to a simplified representation of the tool with goals
to assess and evaluate different designs of efficiency and effectiveness during
development. The analysis focuses on DST in relation to costs, benefits, and
time constraints.
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Chapter 4

SOLUTIONS

Section 4.1 explores themarine EIADST aspects. A number ofmethodswhich
were developed are summarised in the section. For the EIA DST assessment,
the method and models are presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 explores as-
pects of verification methods for cable assets. The cable burial measurement
analysis and methods are included in five sections. The main method for sta-
tistical assessment of data is presented in Section 4.4. The risk estimation is a
topic of Section 4.5 and supplementary methods for processing the cable mea-
surements are included in Section 4.6. The processing of collisions of AIS
data is summarized in Section 4.7, and finally, the method for defining a path
from the cable measurement data is included in Section 4.8.

4.1 Analysis basis of EIA DST aspect

As it was established, it would be favorable to assess further development of
offshore DSTs in relationship to goals and savings potential of new sustainable
offshore energy development. Finding applicable data to estimate the poten-
tial expenditure of EIA processes, is limited to a case study of offshore wind
development in Sweden. Multiple parameters necessary to approach potential
savings potential, which is potential EIA expenditure, are defined as multiple
scenarios. One of the main assumptions relate to energy goals in both Sweden
and the EU in 2030 or 2050 implicates time limits to the goals to be reached
(Figure 4.1), making the problems time-dependent, with cumulative improve-
ment as an essential factor to consider.

The cost function considers multiple factors that are roughly estimated,
there were multiple possible choices/sources, and an assessment of multiple
scenarios was necessary to get the wide range of possible outcomes. The time
interval for national goals and the goal to effect permit lead times, led to imple-
menting a possible mechanism in the model using simple linear relationships.
Linear relationships are chosen in the model of mechanism in the absence of
other identified theories. Further, multiple scenarios were defined for various
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Figure 4.1: A marine EIA DST timing to reduce costs of future offshore renewable
energy assets in terms of reduced permit costs.

efficiencies to represent different possible outcomes. Hypothetical variables
had to be considered to complete the analysis where no proper estimation or
model is available, such as for the DST efficiency, i.e. how efficient the de-
veloped DST will be in lowering the EIA permit lead times.

4.2 Proposedmethod to estimate EIA offshore DST
development costs and benefits

Amethod is presented to roughly estimate the savings potential of the develop-
ment of EIA DST tools by the automation of EIA permit-related assessment.
Factors such as DST usage (utilization), development cost, and EIA costs can
potentially be reduced by the EIA permit processes. By using Sweden as a
case study, it was possible to roughly estimate different scenarios for the ex-
pansion of offshore energy projects and their costs and the percentage spent
on permits & applications resulting in a total cost for permits and EIA defined
by the model. The initial point was not to generate an exact analysis for all
affected parameters but to limit to one approximate for offshore wind, and the
one available component to study easily. Also, the efficiency and cost of the
development of the offshore EIA DST are assumed, and the combination of
these two assumptions casts uncertainty of exact behavior. However, the wide
range of scenarios captures many possible outcomes.
There are many impacts and mechanisms that are assumed linear when time
constraints and DST efficiency are to be considered. However, at this early
and rough stage, it is not so essential to model the model’s behavior, but time-
limiting effects and design-dependent aspects, which require some approxima-
tion. E.g. the DST development may result in different progress efficiencies
over time, while the assessed scenario considers only constant parameters over
time.
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To estimate the permit-related costs cEIA for the future time scenario the
following constants were estimated:

cEIA =
1

1− ffailure rate
cMWhWfapplicationfoffshore (4.1)

whereW are the estimated cost per yearly MWh of offshore wind energy,
and fapplication is the fraction of project costs related to the application process,
the fraction foffshore is the application process contributed to projects offshore-
part assumed a linear relationship between page count and value of EIA and
was estimated of what amount of the EIA reports are concerning onshore vs.
offshore. Further, the cost per yearly MWh in capacity is cMWh, and the model
assumed that the EIA assessment quality improvement from the DST was the
main contributing factor to permit failure rate ffailure rate.
This future EIA cost is presented in figure 4.2.

foffshore fapplication ffailure rate cMWh W

ccomputational component

r

Irate

Future EIA costs, cEIA NPEµ

dPEµ

totherlead-time

tEIAlead-time

Available time, tavailable

DST Utilization, U

DST savings potential,
stool = U · r · cEIA

Total savings potential, s = stool − cDST development

Figure 4.2: Flowchart of the five steps of the analysis with parameters and estimates
definitions. Dark blue represents scenario variables, light blue represents estimated
parameters, and light orange represents the methods.

Following, the available time tavailable is modified based on the efficiency
of the DST tool.

tavailable = ttotal − totherlead-time − tEIAlead-time
1

f
(4.2)
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f =
cEIA

cEIA −
∑N

x=1 cEIArH(t− tDST development
x
N )

(4.3)

U(t) =min(1,

NPEµ∑
x=1

H(t− tDST development
x

NPEµ
) · (t− tDST development

x

NPEµ
)·{

dxEIA
tavailable

for optimized development
1

NPEµ
for unoptimized development

(4.4)

cDST development(t) =

{
nccomputational componentNPEµ

tDST development
t : t < tDST development

nccomputational componentNPEµ : Otherwise
(4.5)

stool = U · r · cEIA (4.6)

The last step is the savings potential model. Based on DST tool utilization
and cost of development resulting in equation (4.7).

s(t) = stool(t)− cdevelopment(t) (4.7)

4.3 Analysis basis of risk assessment verification
aspect

The cable assets verification problem has established that there is a need to
determine the position of subsea cable installations to verify the risk assess-
ment i.e. the future lifetime and repair costs for the cable installations. Fur-
ther, using burial limits when there are large variations and uncertainties in the
measurement data makes it not ideal to make a rudimentary check if data is
above a boundary for burial depth. We propose a statistical averaging function
to take multiple data points into consideration when determining the position
along the cable. There are two main aspects to be taken into account. The
first is data availability i.e. if data is missing, which increases uncertainty, or
if there are more or duplicate data sets along the cable, then the model and
analysis should result in a better estimation. The second aspect is data vari-
ability for burial depth, such that more noisy data generates a worse estimate
and the other way around, how variability in data could result in more accurate
positioning of the cable.

A buried steel reinforced subsea high voltage cable position is limited by
forces bending the cable during burial and sensors used may receive a signal
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of the position of buried steel reinforced subsea high
voltage cable and its effect on the measurement result.

from a larger section of cable, which also can help to identify the cable posi-
tion from multiple measurements. Then two phenomena affecting the cable
measurements are to be considered: 1.The interactive surface of the sensor
(Figure 4.3); 2.The indirect positioning of the cable if the positioning of the
cable in front or behind the cable is typically very stiff. Considering that only
limited forces act on the cable during burial such that not every shape is possi-
ble, and for the largest subsea high voltage cables, the bending possible devia-
tions are very limited. This aspect primarily motivates to introduce a window
of data to be used to estimate cable position, as there are physical limitations
of how much the actual position is likely to vary for a high-voltage cable even
if there are more variations in the data.

4.4 Proposed method to approximate Depth of
Burial using multiple measurement points

To assess cable measurements a data averaging method was inspired by the
statistical average of measurement data into account to define confidence [36],
an factor of variance should result in a more accurate representation the more
data is available. As the mean µz

DDoB
(L) and standard deviation of the mean

σz
DDoB

(L) are unknown in general for the measured population, the sample
means, and sample standard deviation has to be used. Then it changes the
standard deviation into t-Student’s inverse cumulative distribution function,
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F−1 :
DDoB = µz

DDoB
(L) + F−1(a, ν) · σz

DDoB
(L), (4.8)

where ν = N − 1. The function takes into consideration the variability of
the data, and the burial depth decreases depth based on the variability of the
mean value. The data used along the cable route is designed by a square win-
dow centered around the coordinate. This approach works well if the error is
assumed to be white noise and centered around the true position. Any offsets
may generate a linear offset error and are unavoidable, multiple surveys from
different times and sensors or sensor types, if combined in this fashion may be
a practical way to assess and limit the impact of systematic errors.
The motivation for the windows can be exemplified in two ways, sensor and
cable aspects. Sensors can have a large footprint, i.e. data point in three di-
mensions is not just a representation by a point but is a signal of interacting
with a larger area of the cable. In this case, the cable measurement is the cable
position of the cable and the contribution of the signal is probably some kind
of bell curve centered right below the cable (i.e. some part of the signal comes
behind and in front of the midpoint of the cable estimation).

In terms of the measured high voltage cable, it is very stiff, this mechan-
ically limits where the cable can be positioned from one measurement to an-
other. Consider having a trampoline it bends from standing on the edge and
knowing the maximum applied force its behavior is predictable. Now it is sim-
ilar to a cable to some extent, the practical difference is the plastic and elastic
deformation characteristics of a cable. For a large armored high voltage sub-
sea cable, it is buried under tension (~1000 kg), and ideally this with the forces
acting during lowering operation limits the bending that the cable may have.
It should be possible to construct a physical representation of how to define
an approximate probability distribution of the likely position of the cable that
takes into consideration the sensor and cable characteristics. However, this
has not been explored and the proposed method defines the simplest square
window. Further, to verify the model behaviors an approximation of the lin-
ear response of the incoming measurement parameters was derived.

The coefficients cr and cX are defined as the linear scale of the window
radius and data sampling per meter and a near constantX0 samplings per me-
ter is assumed to result in the sampled standard deviation of the mean being
defined as:

σorgm =

√∑N
i=1(M

i
n − µ)

N(N − 1)
(4.9)

where the mean is defined as m = µ = 1
N

∑N
i=1M

z
i for N burial depth
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measurementsM z . Where the number of measurements N is defined as:

N = ⌊2r ·X⌋ = ⌊2r0crX0cX⌋, (4.10)

where r = r0cr and X = X0cX = X0cX(zDoB). resulting in

σorgm =

√∑2r0X0
i=1 (M i

n − 1
2r0X0

∑2r0X0
j−1 M j

n)2

2r0X0(2r0X0 − 1)
(4.11)

The standard deviation of the mean σm together with the level of confi-
dence define the difference in position compared to themeanµz

DDoB
asF−1(a,N−

1)σz
DDoB

(L) and approximated as:

F−1(a,N − 1)σz
DDoB

(L) ≈ a
cn√
crcX

σorgm (L) (4.12)

If N ≫ 1 then a ≈ F−1(a) and N ≈ N − 1 and µ(N) = µ(N∗) where
N∗ is any large N. Coefficient cT = a cn√

crcX
defines a relationship between

the variables and parameters uncertainty and variability.
Equation (4.12) is to give a general direction of how parameters influence

the model behavior of accuracy and how to compensate for changes in design
between projects.
As an example, consider an assessment of a much larger 3-phase high voltage
cable than a single DC cable. The three-phase cable is much stiffer resulting
in the possible use of a wider window as data further behind and in front will
imply the position of the cable. And in general, a wider window will improve
the estimation of the position, and hence the burial depth estimation.

4.5 Proposed statistical method assessing subsea
buried cable data

The proposed model to assess the measurement data of the subsea cable is de-
fined to represent a near analog to the established CBRA methodology risk
evaluation for the design of cables. The modified expression is presented in
equation (4.13). Where the estimated position of the cable in the bottom sur-
face plane of the cable from themeasurements by fragmentation of the sections
into smaller pieces of length ∆x to consider smaller changes in the risk. Ad-
ditionally, we define the section widthDsection(j) = Lj−Lj−1 and a step size
∆xj =

Dsection(j)
N∆x

, where N∆x is the number of steps in each section. This led
to the definition used of a continuous function for the variable x, where the
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cable length is integrated using equation (4.8).

PAll sections
strike =

Ns∑
j=1

Np(j)∑
i=1

∫ Lj

Lj−1

dxPwd

H[DDoB(x)−DDoP(i)]
Dship

Vship · 8760
Pincident

1

Dsection(j)
.

(4.13)

To model a verified risk it was necessary to be able to split the risk into smaller
sections, and hence the choice of a continuous integration equation was cho-
sen.

The ideal test would be a survey of cable burial of a cable with exact knowl-
edge of its burial depth and compare the measurement with a known burial
depth risk assessment. That is however not available or possible in a real sce-
nario, and all burials of cables are at unknown depths to some degree. Some
options that might be more feasible are some burial equipment have an arm
that moves the cable to a certain position, or multiple surveys of a cable have
been conducted to improve confidence or put certain limits on burial.

The analysis requires traffic data (AIS data) over the nearby area of the
cable installation. The data should preferably be annualized over at least one
year to null seasonal variations in traffic.

When only a single survey data set of a cable is available, it makes sense
just to consider white noise in the model, as there is no reference to being able
to consider offsets in the data produced by either burial or the sensor.

4.6 Cable sensor data model
Assessing the risk model when the cable survey data set is available is straight-
forward, however, when it is not available an inferior approach is to model the
sensor and its data using a calibration data series (Cable tracker data and sonar
data as an indication of ideal reference data). The proposed method to fit the
expected ’white’ noise standard deviation of the sensors dependent on depth
through equation (4.14).

SM = b0 + b1RM + b2R
2
M + b3R

3
M + b4R

4
M (4.14)

Where SM is the standard deviation, andRM is the cable tracker’s distance to
the cable measurements, scaled through the reference depth. Equation (4.14)
is presented as a 4th order polynomial as it was a good fit for the data used in
this study, but other choices of models for the uncertainties can be used too.
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4.7 AIS method
With available historical AIS data from the Danish Maritime Authority that
is used in accordance with the conditions for the use of Danish public data
from year 2019 [37], it is possible to assess the crossings of ships over a cable
path. Using annualized AIS data is assumed to be a good approximation of
future traffic and hence future accidents. In the proposed method AIS data
is processed in the local Cartesian plane of the cable, so AIS data have to be
converted from the longitude and latitude coordinate system UTM (Universal
Transverse Mercator). To assess crossings of the raw AIS data, it has to be
sorted by ships (MMSI number) and by the time such that the data represent
the path of the ships over time.

A crossing is defined if two consecutive points of the ship’s path are de-
fined as a line segment crossing one of the line segments of the cable route.

The following help equation (4.15) for establishing a crossing defines a
point [x, y] is above (positive) or below (negative) the line defined by the two
points P point

h =[xLh
, yLh

] and P point
h+1 =[xLh+1

, yLh+1
]:

fline(P
point
h , P

point
h+1 , x, y) = (yLh+1

− yLh
)x+

+(xLh+1
− xLh

)y + (xLh
yLh+1

− xLh+1
yLh

).
(4.15)

Putting together four expressions of equation (4.15) returns in the detection
of two line segments crossing each other. The crossing can be defined by the
Boolean valueC for the two points defining a cable section: P point

h =[xLh
, yLh

]
and P point

h+1 =[xLh+1
, yLh+1

].
And two points defining ship’s path: P point

AISg =[xAISg, yAISg] and
P
point
AISg+1 =[xAISg+1, yAISg+1 ]. Then the Boolean value C define the cross-

ing by equation (4.16):

C = H
[
− fline(P

point
h , P

point
h+1 , P

point
AIS1)·

fline(P
point
h , P

point
h+1 , P

point
AIS2)

]
∧

H
[
− fline(P

point
AISg, P

point
AISg+1, P

point
h )·

fline(P
point
AISg, P

point
AISg+1, P

point
h+1 )

]
(4.16)

4.8 Measurement data path generation method
Cable measurement data is scattered around the designed cable path in the spa-
tial plane aligned with the sediment surface. Assessing the real position of the
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cable is may require not just assessing measurements nearby the design cable,
as if there are larger deviations the analysis will be limited. So the following
method defines a new cable path based on the measurement data-plane coordi-
nates. It is important later in the assessment of which measurement to include
in the window deployed.
The lengthwise position of the cable is defined by the length L of curved data
of a survey in the 2D dimensional plane. L is the 2D path along the sequence
of line segments defined below. The method starts in one endpoint on the 2D
dimensional coordinates Easting, Northing (UTM), the measurements within
a circle with a radius rL excluding points assessed in previous stepsBold

i , their
center of mass defines a linear line from the start point with the extent of the
furthest measurements rextent to handle data gaps(where data is missing, ei-
ther a cable missing can be assumed or the cable is approximated as a single
line segment of the gap.). The line is defined by a coordinate system rotation
such that the x-axis becomes the distance along L for each point, where the
previous lengths of the segments need to be added. For each step, L for all
measurements Bi within the circle is defined as:

Lmeasurements(Bi) = +

Ni∑
i

rextent(i)

+Tnew basis · (M(Bi)− Tnew basis · Lstart point
i )

(4.17)

where previous generated steps Ni lengths are added, Tnew basis = [ ν
||ν|| ,

ν⊥

||ν|| ]

is the new basis, directional basis vector is ν = −Si+M(Bi)), where Boolean
for measurements in the step is defined as
Bi = ((My−Sy

i )
2+(Mx−Sx

i )
2 < r2L)∧¬Bold

i , whereBold
i+1 = Bold

i +Bi, S
are the end-points of each line segment defined as Si+1 = Si+Tnew basis(i, 1) ·
rextent(i).

Moreover, the x and y coordinates on linear line segments along the cable
of L are defined as:

[x, y] = [xi + sgn(xi+1 − xi)
L− Li√
1 + k2i

yi+

+sgn(yi+1 − yi)
L− Li√
1 + k−2

i

].

(4.18)

where index i =
∑

i(L > Li), line segment
Li =

∑i
j=2 ||Sj+1 − Sj || and the slope ki is between Li+1 and Li.
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Chapter 5

CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND FU-
TURE WORK

This thesis’s published and submitted contributions add to the knowledge and
insight of subsets of cable burial risk assessment and verification in relation to
offshore renewable energy development, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Below,
each contribution is summarized by claims, results, conclusion, and future re-
search ideas. Section 5.1 is related to the published conference papers, Pa-
per A ’A New Method for As-built Burial Risk Assessment for Subsea Cables’
while Paper B ’An Improvement of Assessing As-built Burial Risk for Subsea
Cables’ is a subject of Section 5.2. Additionally, Section 5.3 is dedicated to
contributions to EIA DST development impact on permit lead-times included
in a submitted Paper C ’Strategic development of environmental impact as-
sessment decision support tool for offshore energy enables decreased costs,
increased utilization, and quality’. Future work is proposed in Section

Figure 5.1: Hourglass of the papers’ contributions to application areas and research
subjects
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5.1 A New Method for As-built Burial Risk Assess-
ment for Subsea Cables

An improved methodology for verification of cable burial risk assessment will
protect assets and lower maintenance. A method was proposed to assess cable
burial. The method opens up new viewpoints of verification and other more
dynamic options and possible requirements for burial and following measure-
ments. The proposed verification method, with the addition of confidence
intervals, makes it possible to consider systems more comprehensively.

The methodology is a re-design of the burial depth methodology CBRA
to assess cable burial measurement data to verify installations. Development
and testing was conducted inMatlab resulting in data calibration, and collision
analysis summarized in Figure 5.2, and Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.2: Data calibrations and analysis (a) Illustration of measurement method;
(b) The cable tracker data; (c) fourth-order polynomial fit of sampled standard devi-
ations of the cable noise.

Figure 5.3: Collision analysis of AIS data coverage of traffic data[37], samples of
the data as colored dots. Crossing line segments for the vessel AIS positions with the
sections numbered 1-14.
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5.2 An Improvement of Assessing As-built Burial
Risk for Subsea Cables

Estimation of anchor risk for a hypothetical conservatively high-risk project,
assuming that systematic measurement errors are negligible for the analysis,
is a study that, in the first step, will define the magnitude of the issue. A value
for the generated maximum risk was determined using actual AIS data for
the cable route shown in Figure 5.4. Deviations from the noisy measurement
data were compared to an equivalent design depth, and the maximum possible
risk deviations were estimated by varying the design depth. This enables esti-
mating deviations in risk to expect or verify it during a subsea cable project’s
design or in the verification phase. The results indicate that the deviations in
verifiable risk can be significant to be considered during cable burial depth
design, and the choice of cable sensors may be of importance.

Figure 5.4: The generated maximum risk of a number of burial depths in Sections 4
and Section 9, and the average risk for the same depths for each section.

5.3 Strategic development ofmarine EIA decision
support tools for offshore energy enabling de-
creasedcosts, increased utilization, andqual-
ity

A design improvement during DST development and deployment may affect
future cost savings for sustainable offshore energy growths. A model was
proposed to assess savings potential, and parameters were estimated and data
collected to assess future offshore wind development. A Myriad of forecast
scenarios was used to assess DST savings potential based on a wide range of
estimated parameters, resulting in both negative and positive savings potential,
as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: The resulting savings potential of the model at the end of the scenario
time window t0 + ttotal, with varying investment rates Irate.The subplots are for the
advantageous, midrange, and unfavorable scenarios where different DST efficiencies
and levels of optimization exist.

5.4 Future research
Ideas for future research for cable risk management following Paper A and
Paper B could be summarized as follow:

• To assess systematic errors by assessing data from multiple re-surveys
and using different sensors.

• To use themethodology to optimize burial depth during the design phase
where measurement capabilities and limitations are taken into consider-
ation.

• To apply methodologies including CBRA to assess anchor risk of re-
cently surveyed projects that have been in operation for many years and
have been assessed to verify the model or model parameters.

• To assess cable data using different confidence intervals and compare it
to the designed risk from the Burial Assessment.

• To improve an anchormodel to a statistical model as dragging length and
depth vary dependent on anchor type, sediment, but also as a function
of time, such that anchor depth varies along the drag and may resurface.

• To apply a more complex anchor model using e.g., a distribution of pen-
etration depths which may lead to optimization of burial depth that will
have fewer step-wise characteristics.
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Ideas for future research for marine EIA DSTs from Paper C could be
summarized as:

• To address model aspects for efficiency and development options, and to
generate amodular model and to perform some experiments or studies to
result in a model for development efficiency and dependency on various
parameters.

• To improve the development model where another layer of development
is introduced, which defines the functionality to be developed and to
figure out how aspects of a platform interact or generate scenarios or
EIA assessments.

• To verify partial systems and case studies to improve the model or verify
assumptions for fewer variables.
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Abstract—A new method using burial measurements for risk
assessment of subsea cable installations is proposed. Only meth-
ods comparing the design boundaries have previously been used
to verify subsea cable installments. The disadvantage of utilizing
design boundaries is the possibility of not fulfilling the risk
requirements since the assumed burial depth of the cable and
its measurement data can differ, leading to the challenge of
assessing how the difference and its uncertainty affect burial
risk. We proposed and tested the method for a scenario using sea-
going vessel traffic data and sensor characteristics. The analysis
is limited to white measurement noise but shows a deviation
in risk estimation between the design- and measurement-based
assessments. The presented result enables the approximation of
the risk assessment for projects of varying specifications. The
proposed statistical method is a less conservative way to assess the
correct installment of a cable and possibly to evaluate verification
specifications.

Index Terms—AIS, Cable Burial, CBRA, Depth of Burial, Risk
Assessment, Subsea Anchor Protection Assessment, Subsea cable
measurement data analysis, Subsea High Voltage Cables.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, a survey of the cable burial depth relates cable depth
data to upper and lower design depth boundaries to verify
the integrity of the risk assessment of a high-voltage cable.
If measurements indicate that the cable is out of bounds,
a remedial burial operation can be used to lower the cable
further. Alternatively, rock dumps can be utilized where layers
of large rocks are placed on top of the cable or seabed for pro-
tection. Therefore, the methodological drawback in assessing
the completion and verification of subsea high voltage cables
is the assumption that burial measurement data are between
the design boundaries from the design risk assessment or
additional protective measures must be taken. The variation
of the cable burial depth measurement can either be caused
by uncertainty in the actual cable position or uncertainty in
the measurements of two distances between the cable and the
surface.

This paper proposes a new method for assessing as-built
cable burials by reassessing the cable risk instead of the design
depth to the design boundaries. This method assesses devia-
tions to expected risk due to cable measurement uncertainty
modeled as white noise. It is applied for a relatively large and
traffic-intensive area with the presents of large sub-sea cable
installations, which constitutes a relative anchor collision-
prone project. The idea is to give a relatively high-risk cable

project to be used to assess the design and measurement risks
for anchor collisions. The significance of such research relates
to whether an assessment of the final as-built survey can verify
or estimate the future breakage risk of a subsea cable project.
In this study, we present an analysis of how risk assessment
is affected by the model’s input parameters. We model mea-
surement depth data with additive noise based on a relatively
high anchor collision risk project. The study evaluates the
proposed method and shows a simplified relationship between
the included parameters.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Among the significant cable risk factors, the pre-burial risk
factors come from handling the cable from the factory to the
sea bottom in two critical steps: lowering to the sea floor and
lowering procedure into the sea bottom sediments.

There are also two post burial risk factors: thermal degrada-
tion of cable and its joints and collision risks from anchors or
fishing gear [1], [2]. Thermal degradation increases the risk of
cable failure over time. The improved cable design, like lower
resistance, thicker insulation, or a lesser designed transfer
power, and the cooling capacity, such as sediment thermal
resistivity or thickness of the thermal insulator sediment to
the moving cooling seawater, contribute to a longer lifetime
of a cable. Collision risk from fishing equipment cuts into the
top layer, which is the primary risk to protect the cable against
due to the high frequency of fishing ships and high probability
of fishing close to cables. However, the fishing equipment does
not cut very deep, so a baseline penetration depth is typically
deployed when fishing activities are frequent [1].

Another common risk factor to focus on is a risk from
anchors, which are assumed to be deployed during distress
such as engine or rudder failure, deployed by mistake, for
instance, anchor wind-lass failure, or being hung below the
ship for stabilizing during bad weather and which may be
accidentally cut into the sea bottom.

Continuing, thermal degradation contributes to industrial
practice’s lower burial depth boundary. The fishing gear is
usually seen as giving a constant minimum value to the upper
boundary of the burial depth to be avoided due to its high
frequency. Finally, ship anchors are assessed as contributing
to the upper burial boundary through a methodology such as
BPI (Burial Protection Index) [3], [4] and CBRA (Cable Burial



Risk Assessment) [5]. Lastly, a more oversized cable design
increases cost but, on the other hand, contributes to an increase
in the width between these boundary layers.

A. CBRA - Cable Burial Risk Assessment Methodology

CBRA document titled ’Guidance for the Preparation of
Cable Burial Depth of Lowering Specification’ [5] aims to be
an open-source cable burial risk assessment method advance-
ment from BPI - Burial Protection Index [3]. The goal is that
if less cautious measures can be used, it can result in less risk
during installation and cost of projects without compromising
the requirements from the risk analysis or, as it is referred to
as acceptable risk.

CBRA defines a probabilistic function to determine the risk
of ship anchors hitting the cable depending on shipping in the
area (using historical AIS - Automated Identification System
data) and designed burial depth. The basic equation following
an iterative arrives at a burial depth at the desired anchor
collision cable risk Pstrike for the specific section is:

Pstrike = PtrafficPwd

No.Passings (J)∑
j=1

Dship

Vship · 8760
Pincident, (1)

where: Ptraffic is a probability modifier based on the tolerable
level of risk, Pwd is a probability modifier for nature and depth
of seabed, Vship [meters/hour] is ship speed during anchor
deployment, Dship [meters] is the distance traveled by ship
under consideration, Pincident is the probability of an incident
occurring for that vessel size and type. The parameters for
Dship, Vship, Pincident, Pwd are defined in CBRA [5].

Each Section represents steady traffic and seabed conditions
along the cable route. The calculations follow an iterative
approach to calculate risk at depths of interest and to halt at a
probability of anchor risk of interest. The risk is the summation
of annualized representations of the number of ships passing
within the sections based on historical AIS data. An increasing
or decreasing burial limits the size of the ships that can strike
the anchor, assuming that the vessels’ sizes relate to their
anchor sizes, where heavier anchors penetrate deeper into the
seabed. Probability modifier Ptraffic is the feedback to calculate
burial. However, it can be used to determine the Pstrike based
on a given burial depth.

B. AIS - Automated Identification System

For a cable project, to calculate the risk of collision with a
specific cable design, historical AIS data of ships crossing the
cable route sections are assumed to be a good approximation
of the future number of ships and distribution of ship sizes
and their shipping speeds. All larger ships are supposed to
have an AIS transmitter and collecting data from ships within
an area, from shore stations, and satellites can result in near-
global coverage. Many parameters are broadcast, where the
relevant information for assessing burial depth are ship length,
position, speed, and ship type. Though it is typical for ships
to have a problem broadcasting certain variables, particularly
ship speed, equivalent ’null’ value ships cannot be analyzed

and discarded. The AIS data be annualized as there may be
seasonal variations in traffic patterns and intensity over the
year.

C. Converting ship length to anchor dragging depth

The choice to convert ship length Slength to a ship anchor
dragging length Dship and anchor Depth of Penetration DDoP
should be close to the worst case. The method detailed
in CBRA converts length Slength to ship DWT (Deadweight
tonnage) WDWT and from ship DWT to anchor weight Wanchor
and from anchor weight Wanchor to ship anchor dragging length
Dship and anchor Depth of Penetration DDoP. Expressions cited
in CBRA and used in ’Intertek CBRA analysis,’ [6], such as
cargo ship and anchor size equation, are also used in this pa-
per. The anchor size conversion to vessel weight is defined as:
WDWT = 32.2 · S2.6119

length . The drag distance when anchors are
deployed can be found from:

Dship = WDWT
0.2642 · Vdrag

4 · FUHC
, (2)

where Vdrag is the ship’s speed beginning to drag, it is
recommended to be 2 m/s ( 4 knots), and Ultimate Holding
Capacity FUHC is defined as the ultimate holding strength of
the anchor. The VRYHOF manual [7] is a cited source for
anchor holding strength:

FUHC = AsW
0.92
anchor. (3)

The anchor weight Wanchor in tons can be calculated from:

Wanchor = 7 · 10−22W 3
DWT − 6 · 10−13W 2

DWT+

+1.636 · 10−4WDWT + 2162,
(4)

where As=[0.0272 for mud; 0.0391 for medium clay; 0.0527
for sand].

And anchor Depth of Penetration DDoP is:

DDoP = BsW
1
3

DWT, (5)

where Bs= [1.1 for mud; 0.4 for medium clay; 0.08 for sand].
Note, with FUHC in the denominator; it does not contribute
to a cautious outcome but rather the contrary, when placed in
(1), as Dship, is in the nominator.

III. RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND MODELING OF THE
PROPOSED METHODS

As stated, there are two types of uncertainties in the cable
burial data. One from the actual cable position to the design
depth and the other from the burial depth measurements. Its
data combines ROV (Remotely Operated Vehicle) positioning
systems, a cable tracker sensor, and bottom scanning equip-
ment. In this analysis, we limit the study to the measurement
uncertainty of the non-systematic type (i.e., a simulated sce-
nario applying white noise modeled from the measurement
without offset errors).

The purpose of the study is to assess the method perfor-
mance and determine a conservative estimate of the impact of
cable anchor risk coming from the measurement uncertainty.
The research questions we would like to answer in this paper



concern the parameters used or could be used for cable risk
evaluation. And then, we would investigate the usefulness
of as-built cable measurements for risk management. The
following two questions frame the research problem of the
paper:

• How do the risk model parameters affect the cable design
risk?

• How could the measurement uncertainty of cable burial
depth be implemented into risk management analysis?

TABLE I
CONTAINS SPECIFIED COORDINATES FOR THE CORRESPONDING SCENARIO

SECTIONS ONE THROUGH FOURTEEN.

Section Coordinate
numbers Latitude Longitude

1 57.7 6.74
1,2 57.5 6.79
2,3 57.28 6.79
3,4 57.09 6.81
4,5 56.88 6.87
5,6 56.70 6.93
6,7 56.49 6.94
7,8 56.32 7.0
8,9 56.12 7.06

9,10 55.99 7.14
10,11 55.73 7.20
11,12 55.54 7.25
12,13 55.32 7.32
13,14 55.1 7.42

14 54.86 7.52

To assess the impact of the risk model parameters, a large
dataset is necessary for smoothness. At our disposal, we have
public AIS data from the Danish EEZ (Exclusive Economic
Zone) from the Danish Maritime Authority1from 2019 [8].
With this data and aiming at the disposal, we apply a scenario
of a project with 14 sections positioned along the Danish
west coast, see Table I. The scenario uses the start and end
coordinates of sections to determine crossings. Coordinates
are placed in a long line on the Danish West coast. The
seabed sediments are considered to be sand-like. Further,
a calibration survey’s measurement and sampling resolution
distribution are used to generate random samples in each
scenario. The calibration survey means measurements of a
surface laid cable in the North Sea, using a cable sensor
(TSS440 [10]) measuring the distance to a cable at various
distances by flying the cable sensor mounted on the ROV
at various distances to the cable. Next, we propose how to
calculate Pstrike using cable measurements and motivations for
its design choices, followed by a derivation of an approximate
relationship between the model parameters.

A. Proposed method for evaluation of Pstrike using cable
measurements

Equation (6) defines the probability of anchor strike
for a given burial depth by using a Heaviside function

1When using the AIS dataset in this study, the following must be stated:
Contains data from the Danish Maritime Authority that is used in accordance
with the conditions for the use of Danish public data.

H(DDoB − DDoP) to exclude anchors not hitting cable at
Depth of Burial DDoB, where ships of a specific size do
not penetrate the seabed sediments and Depth of Penetration
is DDoP. Additionally, No.Section (Number of Sections) was
changed to Ns and No.Passings (Number of Passings over a
section j) to Np(j) where:

PAll sections
strike =

Ns∑
j=1

Np(j)∑
i=1

PwdH[DDoB(j)−DDoP(i, j)]·

·
Dship(i, j)

Vship(i, j) · 8760
Pincident(i, j).

(6)

Differentiating from the CBRA method of a Depth of Burial
in the whole section, the proposed method uses measurements
M(x) to estimate a probability of anchor strike Pstrike at
a given confidence level for a completed cable installation.
Measurements describe the position of a cable along a path L.
Sections’ start and end positions are defined by the length
along the line segments Li. A continuous cautious estimate of
the cable position is defined by us as the measurements M
mean of a cable’s depth of burial µDDoB(L) and adding stan-
dard deviations of the mean σDDoB(L) following a suggestion
for management of random errors in Scientific Metrology [9].
The vertical component describes the worst-case position of
the cable (as it is perpendicular to anchor movement) for a
factor dependent on the confidence level, is given by:

µz
DDoB

(L) + a · σz
DDoB

(L). (7)

As the mean µz
DDoB

(L) and standard deviation of the mean
σz
DDoB

(L) are unknown in general for the measured population,
the sample means, and sample standard deviation has to be
used. Then it changes the (7) by adding t-Student’s inverse
cumulative distribution function, F−1 :

DDoB = µz
DDoB

(L) + F−1(a, ν) · σz
DDoB

(L), (8)

where ν = N − 1. The first step is utilizing an estimated
position of the cable in the bottom surface plane of the
cable from the measurements by fragmentation of the sections
into smaller pieces of length ∆x. Additionally, we define
the section width Dsection(j) = Lj − Lj−1 and a step size
∆xj = Dsection(j)

N∆x
, where N∆x is the number of steps in

each section. Then, it is possible to define the continuous
function for the variable x, where the cable length is integrated
using (8), resulting in:

PAll sections
strike =

Ns∑
j=1

Np(j)∑
i=1

∫ Lj

Lj−1

dxPwd

H[DDoB(x)−DDoP(i)]
Dship

Vship · 8760
Pincident

1

Dsection(j)
.

(9)

IV. APPROXIMATE RELATIONSHIP OF MODEL PARAMETERS

For the analysis, the measurement M0(d) is based on the
design depth d and the calibration data set’s noise scaled at
2.35 m depth. Mn is used to assess the noise in the data



Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of measurement method; measurement uncertainty depends on cable tracking and the positioning of the ROV. The mean seabed level is a
predetermined depth. The position of the Vessel and the ROV with the cable-tracker are used to determine a Depth of Burial (DoB); (b) The raw measurement
data from the cable tracker and categorized constant depths. The data within the categorized depths are used with the overall cable position data (cable lying
flat on the seabed) to extract noise at different depths; (c) fourth order polynomial fit of sampled standard deviations of the cable noise.

(offset errors are not analyzed in this study) such as the cable
burial data is defined as M = M0 + cnMn, where cn(d)
is a coefficient to scale the original noise data, based on a
fourth-order polynomial between the designated depths and its
standard deviation of the calibration data. Additional samples
are collected for a point along L using a circle in the plane,
then the approximate number of measurements is defined as:

N = ⌊2r ·X⌋ = ⌊2r0crX0cX⌋, (10)

where r = r0cr and X = X0cX = X0cX(zDoB).
If the coefficients cr and cX define the linear scale of the

window radius and data sampling per meter and assume a
near constant X0 samplings per meter, the sampled standard
deviation of the mean can be defined as:

σorg
m =

√∑2r0X0

i=1 (M i
n − 1

2r0X0

∑2r0X0

j−1 M j
n)2

2r0X0(2r0X0 − 1)
(11)

where the mean m = µ = 1
N

∑N
i=1 M

z
i for N burial depth

measurements Mz .
The standard deviation of the mean σm together with the

level of confidence define the difference in position compared
to the mean µz

DDoB
as F−1(a,N − 1)σz

DDoB
(L) and hence in

this analysis, the design depth is approximated as:

F−1(a,N − 1)σz
DDoB

(L) ≈ a
cn√
crcX

σorg
m (L) (12)

When N ≫ 1 then a ≈ F−1(a) and N ≈ N − 1
and µ(N) = µ(N∗) where N∗ is any large N. Coefficient
cT = a cn√

crcX
defines a relationship between the variables

and parameters of the model. To test this relationship, several
parameters are run that modify cT to [1, 1.4142, 1.7321, 2]
alternating the variables cr, cn, cX , respectively as seen in
Table II.

TABLE II
VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS

cT = [1, 1.4142, 1.7321, 2], AND r = r0cr

Variable name Variable Values
Standard deviation confidence factor a [1, 1.4142, 1.73, 2]

Window radius factor cr [1, 0.5, 0.33, 0.25]
Noise factor cn [1.31, 1.5, 1.8, 2.4]

Sample per meter factor cX [1, 0.5, 0.333, 0.25]
Unit radius r0 1 m

A. Definition of cable measurements, generating Mn, and its
dependency on cable distance

One standard burial depth is defined in the DNV-GL RP360
[1] using three terms that may apply, depth of trench is the
depth of the cut trench to the mean seabed level, depth of
cover is the sediment covering from the top of the cable, and
depth of lowering is the distance from the top of the cable to
the mean seabed level.

Many types of sensors are used to measure buried high
voltage subsea cables, which rely on being mounted on an
ROV. In Fig.1(a), three sources contribute to the uncertainty
of the measured cable position; the 1st is the cable tracker;
the 2nd is the positioning and direction of the ROV, primarily
through a USBL system with additional sensory concerning
the survey vessel; and the 3rd is the positioning of the vessel
in global coordinates which the mean seabed level has been
determined at.

The cable burial depth measurements are a calibration data
set of an ROV with MBES bottom scanning and a cable sensor
(TSS440 [10]) of a bottom surface laid cable. The noise level
is represented in the data from ∼0.3 m to ∼2.5 m, around
400 m of surveyed cable (ca 8000 measurement points), see
Fig. 1(b). The global Pipe Depth data coordinates take the form
of a staircase down, up, and down. Noise data is subtracted
from a polynomial fit of 19th order; it is assumed to cancel



the variability due to flight altitude variation above the cable.
We define an average depth for a cable with a distribution
of the measurements related to the measured distance. The
distribution is approximated by a polynomial of 19th order
from hundreds of samples from cable lengths of over 400 m.
The smooth distribution variation is due to the cancellation of
the uncertainty of cable positioning and calibration offset by
the polynomial fit. A 4th-order polynomial fits the sampled
standard deviation of the noise at different distances between
the sensor and the cable, see Fig. 1(c).

As stated for the analysis, we have measurement data of
approximately 400 m, while a typical high voltage cable
installation is on the order of (1,000 m - 100,000 m). For this
analysis, we chose to generate additive measurement noise
based on the calibration data. The first step is to scale the
data based on the polynomial for a depth to get the desired
noise. Furthermore, from the transformed calibration data set,
a random sample is generated for the length of the section.
This represents the measurements in the simulation. In the
calibration data set, L is calculated for each measurement. This
vector’s lengthwise step length distribution fδL is utilized to
generate the L values for each random measurement sample.

B. Count of vessels crossing cable section

Each crossing of a ship over a cable is considered a
potential anchor event. Historical crossings are utilized to
estimate possible future events. Each historical crossing could
be calculated using the AIS data converted into the UTM
(Universal Transverse Mercator) coordinate system. First, the
data should be sorted by each unique ship by its MMSI
(Maritime Mobile Service Identity) number, then by their
timestamps and position converted into UTM coordinates into
a single projection. The following function helps to define
position of a point [x, y] in relation to the line given by the
points P point

h =[xLh
, yLh

] and P point
h+1 =[xLh+1

, yLh+1
]:

fline(P
point
h , P point

h+1 , x, y) = (yLh+1
− yLh

)x+

+(xLh+1
− xLh

)y + (xLh
yLh+1

− xLh+1
yLh

).
(13)

If a point [x, y] is above the line, the function results in
a positive value and in a negative one when the point is
placed below the line. The function can be used to find if
two arbitrary line segments are based on two points (four
coordinates), where one is of a hypothetical cable section,
and the other one is between two AIS data positions for
a moving vessel, crossing each other. Putting together four
expressions of (13) should return in the detection of two line
segments crossing each other. The crossing can be defined
by the Boolean value C for the two points defining a cable
section: P point

h =[xLh
, yLh

] and P point
h+1 =[xLh+1

, yLh+1
]. And

two points defining ship’s path: P point
AIS1 =[xAIS1, yAIS1] and

P point
AIS2 =[xAIS2, yAIS2 ]. Then the Boolean value C is:

C = H
[
− fline(P

point
h , P point

h+1 , P
point
AIS1)·

fline(P
point
h , P point

h+1 , P
point
AIS2)

]
∧

H
[
− fline(P

point
AIS1, P

point
AIS2, P

point
h )·

fline(P
point
AIS1, P

point
AIS2, P

point
h+1 )

]
(14)

C. Approximate length along the cable L from cable measure-
ments

The lengthwise position of the cable is defined by the
length L of curved data of a survey in the 2D dimensional
plane. L is the 2D path along the sequence of line segments
defined below. The method starts in one endpoint on the
2D dimensional coordinates Easting, Northing (UTM), the
measurements within a circle with a radius rL excluding points
assessed in previous steps Bold

i , their center of mass defines a
linear line from the start point with the extent of the furthest
measurements rextent to handle data jumps The line is defined
by a coordinate system rotation such that the x-axis becomes
the distance along L for each point, where the previous lengths
of the segments need to be added. For each step, L for all
measurements Bi within the circle is defined as:

Lmeasurements(Bi) = +

Ni∑
i

rextent(i)

+Tnew basis · (M(Bi)− Tnew basis · Lstart point
i )

(15)

where previous generated steps Ni lengths are
added, Tnew basis = [ ν

||ν|| ,
ν⊥

||ν|| ] is the new basis,
directional basis vector is ν = −Si + M(Bi)), where
Boolean for measurements in the step is defined as
Bi = ((My − Sy

i )
2 + (Mx − Sx

i )
2 < r2L) ∧ ¬Bold

i , where
Bold

i+1 = Bold
i +Bi, S are the end-points of each line segment

defined as Si+1 = Si + Tnew basis(i, 1) · rextent(i).
Moreover, the x and y coordinates on linear line segments

along the cable of L are defined as:

[x, y] = [xi + sgn(xi+1 − xi)
L− Li√
1 + k2i

yi+

+sgn(yi+1 − yi)
L− Li√
1 + k−2

i

].
(16)

where index i =
∑

i(L > Li), line segment
Li =

∑i
j=2 ||Sj+1 − Sj || and the slope ki is between Li+1

and Li.

V. RESULTS DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The filtered spatial data coverage and the crossing line
segments with sections 1-14 resulted in 40,989 crossings used
for our scenario, a sample of positions is shown in Fig. 2.
There are two reasons for filtering the data: corruption of data
and error in the method. The data could be corrupted in a
specific way; for instance, the vessel’s positioning point could
jump up to 100° in a single day. In our approach, we filter the



Fig. 2. AIS data coverage of traffic data, samples of the data as colored dots. Crossing line segments for the vessel AIS positions with the sections numbered
1-14. In total, 40,989 crossings were used in the analysis to estimate the design risk and the measurement risk of anchor collisions.

Fig. 3. Each variable is modified one at a time, according to Table II such as cT goes from 1 to 2 in four steps.

data points to the area of interest and realistic speeds, between
more than null and 45 knots.

The effect of varying cT on the variables cr, cn, cX and a
is shown in Table II. An increase in risk in different sections
differs slightly; see Fig. 3. The standard deviation defined by
(11) causes the variation in risk. The scenario with 14 sections,
while cT varying from 1 to 2 results in a constant design risk
of 3.74 · 10−3/year while a measured risk increases in 1.6%
from 3.76 · 10−3/year to 3.82 · 10−3/year.

The proposed approach enables customizing the model
parameters for another project or alternative design choices.
It can be relevant for assessing projects during a survey or
design phase. Then the customization could be done to the
measurement conditions, or it can be applied to figure out
how a change in one parameter may compensate for another.

We presented a new way to assess as-built subsea cable
installments related to the risk assessment. It could result in
a more realistic estimation of the risk. Our findings show a
possible usage of the method to customize projects in terms of
an impact on the verification of the following as-built survey.
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Abstract—Available methods using the burial measurements to
assess the subsea cable installations risks compare measurements
to the design boundaries. The disadvantage of using this is
that the assumed cable burial depths and their measurements
can differ. However, it is unclear how the uncertainty in depth
affects burial risk; hence, there is a need to verify the burial
operations using a proper method to handle this aspect of risk
reliability. We proposed a conservative cable burial scenario test,
which evaluates the highest deviation between the measured risk
and the design risk to indicate differences in risk based on
the measurements. The result shows that the most significant
deviation could be up to 55%. It proves that measurement uncer-
tainty significantly affects the final risk evaluation. Moreover, this
deviation in verifiable risk is not considered in today’s boundary-
level verification methodology.

Index Terms—AIS, Cable Burial, CBRA, Depth of Burial, Risk
Assessment, Subsea Anchor Protection Assessment, Subsea cable
measurement data analysis, Subsea High Voltage Cables

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, a survey of the cable burial depth relates cable depth
data to upper and lower design depth boundaries to verify
the integrity of the risk assessment of a high-voltage cable.
If measurements indicate that the cable is out of bounds,
a remedial burial operation can be used to lower the cable
further [1]. Alternatively, rock dumps can be utilized where
layers of large rocks are placed on top of the cable or
seabed for protection. Therefore, the methodological drawback
in assessing the completion and verification of subsea high
voltage cables is the ambivalence whether burial depth is
between the risk assessment’s design boundaries or additional
protective measures must be taken.

However, the confidence of the cable burial depth mea-
surement can either be caused by uncertainty in the actual
cable position or uncertainty in the measurements of two
distances between the cable and the surface. In the previous
work [2], a new method was proposed to assess as-built
cable burials by customization of the cable design risk. The
proposed solution assesses deviations to expected risk due to
cable measurement uncertainty, which was modeled as white
noise. It was applied for a test scenario in a relatively large
and traffic-intensive area with the presence of sizeable subsea
cable installations, see Fig. 1. This paper aims to apply the
same relatively high-risk cable project scenario to assess the
maximum anchor collision risk difference between the design

and measurement risks for anchor collisions. The significance
of such research relates to whether an assessment of the final
as-built survey can verify or estimate the future breakage
risk of a subsea cable project. An improved method will
decrease the cost of offshore grid projects. It is vital for the
industry, which is going through a transformation where grid
infrastructure connecting nations and offshore installation is
growing fast and is expected to continue to grow exponentially
for decades to come, as is evident from strategies for the blue
economy coming out of the European Commission [3], [4].
In this study, we present cautious results for what difference
in risk to expect using ideal measurement depth data with
additive noise from a relatively high anchor collision risk
project and modified lowered sampling and high confidence
requirements. The study analyzes the expected impact of the
normal variations in the measurement on the final estimated
risk, independent of actual burial depth deviations.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The method to assess risk in the previous work, which
[2], proceeded from CBRA (Cable Burial Risk Assessment)
methodology, proposes a change in how to assess cable
measurement of an installed cable burial at sea. An analog
function to determine risk was proposed using functions and
referenced sub-functions from the methodology.

Equation (1) defines the probability of anchor strike for a
given burial depth by using a Heaviside function H(DDoB −
DDoP) to exclude anchors not hitting cable at Depth of Burial
DDoB, where ships of a certain size do not penetrate the seabed
sediments and Depth of Penetration is DDoP [2]:

PAll sections
strike =

Ns∑
j=1

Np(j)∑
i=1

∫ Lj

Lj−1

dxPwd·

·H[DDoB(x)−DDoP(i)]
Dship

Vship · 8760
Pincident

1

Dsection(j)
,

(1)

where ship speeds Vship(i, j), dragging distance Dship(i, j) and
probability of incidence Pincident(i, j) are defined in [2] and
in utilizing CBRA [5], [6].

The variable Depth of Burial DDOB is described for this
methodology by a windowed mean in combination with its
standard deviation [9]:

DDoB = µz
DDoB

(L) + F−1(a, ν) · σz
DDoB

(L), (2)



where L is the length along the cable, µz
DDoB

and σz
DDoB

are the
windowed average and standard deviation in the burial z di-
rection respectively. F−1 is the t-Student’s inverse cumulative
distribution function. And ν is the number of measurements
in the window minus one. The standard deviation confidence
factor a is the number of deviations included.

For this approach, a selection of points is needed. The
sampled data is in a curved line, so it considers data in a
window along the cable. The motivation for using windowing
is related to the stiffness of high voltage cables being under
consideration. The stiffness and the limited forces acting on
the cable during burial impact the cable position and indirectly
affect the measurements behind and in front of a position along
the cable.

III. RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND QUESTIONS

Including measurement and its uncertainty into risk man-
agement already at the design, phase would help to customize
the design process. It applies the uncertainty in the actual
cable position due to burial operation and the uncertainty of
the burial depth measurements acquired during the cable as-
built survey, which is the combination of ROV (Remotely
Operated Vehicle) positioning and cable sensor and bottom
scanning and cable sensor data. In this analysis of a simulated
scenario, we limit the study to the measurement inaccuracy
of the random type using a white noise model with a filtered
offset component.

This study aims to assess the performance of the measure-
ment data risk assessment method presented [2] and to deter-
mine a conservative estimate of the impact of cable anchor
risk coming from the measurement uncertainty. The research
questions to be answered in this paper concern the parameters
used or could be used for cable risk evaluation. Then we
would like to investigate the significance of implementing as-
built cable measurements for risk management. Therefore, the
following two questions frame the research problem:

• What possible implementation scenarios enable evalua-
tion of differences between the risk estimates for a large-
scale project of the design risk and the as-built cable
measured risk?

• What is a conservative estimate for the upper limit
difference between the design risk and as-built cable
measured risk?

Non-biased white noise sensor data from the cable sensors
are used to assess the conservative estimate. To assess the
impact, a large project is necessary. At our disposal, we use
public AIS (Automated Identification System) data from the
Danish EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone) from the Danish
Maritime Authority1 [8]. With this data and aiming at the
disposal, we apply a scenario of a hypothetical project with
14 sections positioned along the Danish west coast, using the
AIS data utilized from the year 2019, and the seabed sediments

1When using the AIS dataset in this study, the following must be stated:
Contains data from the Danish Maritime Authority that is used in accordance
with the conditions for the use of Danish public data.

Fig. 1. Position the sections off the Danish west coast and a small sample
of the raw data used for vessel positioning using AIS and crossings over the
sections by line segments.

are considered to be sand. See Table I for sections and their
coordinates. Data samples are shown in Fig. 1, and histograms
of the collision simulations presented [2], are depicted in
Fig. 2.

Further, a calibration survey’s measurement and sampling
resolution distribution are used to generate random samples
in each scenario. The measurements of a surface-laid cable in
the North Sea are performed using a cable sensor (TSS440
[10]), measuring the distance to a cable at various distances
by flying the cable sensor mounted on the ROV at various
distances to the cable.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION SCENARIO

For the implementation scenario of the worst case with
a high confidence requirement, the following parameters are
used: radius r = 1 m, sample per meter factor cX = 0.125
and standard deviation confidence factor a = 4. The values
can be considered to be of the order of magnitude lower and
equate to artificial modification to the data cT = a cn√

crcX
from

the previous work [2] to alternate data from its original state,
with the assumed window radius of 1 m. A confidence level
of 95% (a=2), which can be considered as normal, then the
quality is approximately scaled-down by a factor 2√

0.125
= 16

times.



Fig. 2. Histograms of vessel crossings by length for crossing sections 1 to 14 during the year 2019 in the North Sea.

TABLE I
SECTIONS AND THEIR COORDINATES

Section Coordinate
numbers Latitude Longitude

1 57.7 6.74
1,2 57.5 6.79
2,3 57.28 6.79
3,4 57.09 6.81
4,5 56.88 6.87
5,6 56.70 6.93
6,7 56.49 6.94
7,8 56.32 7.0
8,9 56.12 7.06

9,10 55.99 7.14
10,11 55.73 7.20
11,12 55.54 7.25
12,13 55.32 7.32
13,14 55.1 7.42

14 54.86 7.52

Following, to determine the maximum deviation between
design risk and measured as-built cable risk, burial is dis-
cretized between 1.00 m and 2.60 m with 0.03 m step. Choice

of the range stems from the (3) for anchor weight Wanchor
used in the scenario, [6], it puts a lower limit of anchor
weight Wanchor=2162 kg approximately equating to 1 m depth
of penetration.

Wanchor = 7 · 10−22W 3
DWT − 6 · 10−13W 2

DWT+

+1.636 · 10−4WDWT + 2162,
(3)

The anchor penetration depth source [7] used in the scenario
is limited as in (4) and (5) by the very few largest ships longer
than 400 m, which do not penetrate much more than 2 m in
the scenario, but since there can be such, a chosen depth of
2.60 m as an upper limit is reasonable.

DDoP = BsW
1
3

DWT, (4)

WDWT = 32.2 · S2.6119
length (5)

Further, in the exemplified equation of anchor dragging
length used in our scenario

Dship = WDWT
0.2642 · Vdrag

4 · FUHC
(6)



where speed during initial lowering of anchor Vdrag is assumed
to be not more than 4 knots, which is a common practice, while
Ultimate Holding Force of an anchor FUHC is the maximum
holding strength to expect from an anchor, and since it is
in the denominator, it will not affect an upper limit but the
lower estimate. Though for maximum penetration such holding
strength could be expected. While for lower holding strength,
resulting in longer dragging length, its depth of penetration
should not be as deep. This would make an impact in two
ways, more exposure but lower penetration, equates to less risk
for deeper burial in general, but more for shallower burials.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the analysis of the results,
including both potential impacts of measurement variability
and possible limits to today’s assessment cable installments
for the data and project scenario positioning shown in Fig. 1.

A. Maximum risk scenario, sections and total calculations
return period

The lower and upper range of risk for the design was
estimated from 1.0 · 10−5 up to 5.8 · 10−4 yearly and for
measurement it ranged from 3.2 ·10−5 up to 8.3 ·10−4 yearly,
see Table II. The risks as a function of depth for Section 4
and Section 9, and average of all sections are presented in
Fig. 3. The worst case risk differences for the two sections
are at 1.72 m and 1.48 m respectively.

The maximum risk deviation between the design risk model
and the measurement risk model for the applied scenario
equals 54.8%. In this scenario, the assumed parameters were
more cautious than would likely be. A risk assessment of a
real project could answer what choice of confidence would be
normal to have, where differences in cost between confidence
levels would be the primary factor in making a choice.Hence,
we used the worse measurement quality than the data was
based upon, indicating an approximate factor and the uncer-
tainty for a similar project could be significantly smaller, at
the same time it might be realistic for a deeper burials or less-
careful survey, which could result in similar conditions as the
scenario used. Additionally, in a real scenario, there could ap-
pear systematic errors, which could affect the risk assessment.
Our observations prove that enough sources motivate the need
for cumulative assessment of cable burial projects.

Considering the simplifications and assumptions of the
model and functions chosen for this study, e.g., the anchor and
sediment models, which are straightforward, and the lowest
anchor possible penetration around 1 m, an use of better
model could improve the accuracy of the results of a project.
However, for this study, the accuracy is good enough to
make a general conclusion about the method, for instance,
how to solve the challenges of using as-built data. It can be
exemplified by the fact that the white noise in the simulation
is centered around the design depth, and hence 50% of
measurements are above this design depth. The results shown
in Fig. 3, depict that from a depth of 2 m for all sections there
is not a significant impact on the risk deviation between the

TABLE II
THE DESIGN AND MEASURED BASED RISK PER YEAR AT BURIAL DEPTH AT

THE MAXIMAL DEVIATION OF RISK

Section Risk [1/y] Burial
numbers P design P measurement data Depth [m]

1 5.2 · 10−5 6.9 · 10−5 1.48
2 3.2 · 10−5 4.0 · 10−5 1.15
3 1.0 · 10−5 3.2 · 10−5 1.78
4 2.8 · 10−5 6.3 · 10−5 1.72
5 4.7 · 10−5 1.5 · 10−4 1.72
6 3.1 · 10−4 4.8 · 10−4 1.48
7 1.8 · 10−4 2.6 · 10−4 1.48
8 5.8 · 10−4 8.3 · 10−4 1.48
9 3.8 · 10−4 5.5 · 10−4 1.48
10 9.0 · 10−5 1.3 · 10−4 1.54
11 7.5 · 10−5 9.9 · 10−5 1.15
12 2.7 · 10−5 1.1 · 10−4 1.51
13 2.8 · 10−5 7.2 · 10−5 1.51
14 1.6 · 10−4 2.0 · 10−4 1.33

design and measurement risk. However, if a more traditional
approach to assess the cable installment is used, the varying
burial measurement would surely be of great concern.

Another point of the results in Fig. 3, is that when the
deviation for the simulated results is maximal, the deviation
in design risk and measurement risk can be 55%. However,
in a real-world scenario, burial depths are optimized for cable
design cost, lower burials are more likely compared to a safer
2 m, but significant deviations in risk should impact the risk
assessment.

B. Suggestions for future work

The holding strength of the anchor during dragging can be
assumed to relate to its penetration depth if a sediment type
and shear strength are constants. The anchor digs down into
the sediment and resurfaces due to forces acting on the anchor
resulting in varying holding forces throughout anchoring the
vessels. A model, which can take these phenomena into
account could result in significant contributions in terms of
risk impact of burial depth. For any type of sediment, even
looser sediment types such as mud, which previously would
have a very deep anchor penetration would result in a more
continuous changing risk with depth. Moreover, varied anchor
penetration depth should generally result in less exposure for
deeper burials, but more for lower burials due to the variation
and as the dragging length should increase if the anchor
penetration decreases (less anchor chain contact drag or not
fully extended anchor flukes decrease drag).

Further investigation of how to handle systematic errors
should be investigated. We propose using data from an actual
project, with multiple surveys of the cable burial. Then they
can be analyzed separately and combined by the proposed
method. If there is a sizable systematic difference between the
surveys, it will result in worse confidence or worse boundaries.
This can be an indication of systematic errors presence.

The chosen square truncation window is used to avoid an
extra complexity to the results. A stiff high voltage cable does
not bend easily by the acting forces during burial. Hence, there



Fig. 3. Burial depths of the maximum deviations between the design risk and the measurement risk in Sections 4 and Section 9, and the average risk for the
same depths for each section. To note, there are the parameter settings, with high confidence and assumed four times lower sampling than the measurement
data.

is a considerable probability that measurements in front and
behind follow cable position. Further investigation could focus
on truncation window, and instead of using the simple one, one
approach could be to look at the bending radius of the cable
by the maximum forces applied and producing a distribution
of where the cable must have been previously. Additionally,
multiple windows can be applied, e.g., one for cable bending
characteristics and one for the cable depth of the burial sensor.
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Abstract

In the transition to a sustainable energy system, there is an urgent need for

expansion of offshore renewable energy installations. To ensure sustainable

development also with respect to the marine environment, a variety of deci-

sion support tools (DSTs) are currently under development, aiming at poten-

tially increased quality and efficiency for environmental risk assessment (EIA)

of planned offshore energy installations. However, the savings potential of a

DSTs is to a large extent governed by the timing of the DST development,

which in turn is directly dependent on the investment rate over time. A set of

development scenarios were evaluated, simulating different degrees of strategic

implementation and successful utilization of the DST for offshore energy. Us-

ing the situation in Sweden as a case study, we demonstrate that an optimized

investment can lead to considerably lower total costs for the EIA at a national

level, at the same time allowing for improved quality of the EIA in line with

the ambitions in both marine spatial planning and existing goals within marine

environmental management.
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1. Introduction

Offshore energy is an integral part of the Blue Economy and is identified as

key in the transition to sustainable energy production [1] and is forecasted to

continue to multiply in the near future [2, 3]. In terms of offshore wind energy,

within the European Union, the plan is to go from today’s 20 GW to reach

a capacity of ca 300 GW before 2050 [4]. This will require multi-billion Euro

investments, of which permit-related expenses in terms of environmental impact

assessment will be substantial. Project planning and implementation of offshore

energy installation projects are complex and involve multiple time-consuming

permit application processes, where the evaluation of environmental impact is a

significant contributor in terms of time and cost. Environmental Impact Assess-

ment (EIA), i.e. to assess environmental pressures (P) on an ecosystem (E), can

be labour-intensive and long-drawn [5, 6]. Yet, EIA is essential to minimize the

risk of deterioration of environmental status [7, 8, 9, 10], and there is an urgent

need to improve and speed up the EIA process, without compromising quality

and reliability of the assessment. At the same time, Decision Support Tools

(DST) for Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) are being developed and deployed

[11, 12]. Current DST implementations have individual functionalities and are

often based on individual case studies. Some DSTs include ideas on how to fa-

cilitate the application process for governmental permits, for public authorities

responsible for MSP on the one hand and the offshore industry on the other,

and forecasting long-term and cumulative impacts on the marine environment.

DSTs have high ambitions for future improved functionalities and are predicted

to allow automated accelerated and enhanced analysis, particularly capabilities

to assess long-term and cumulative impacts on the marine environment. De-

veloping this kind of advanced DST is an extensive endeavor, both in terms of

development time and costs, which can be illustrated by a comparison of part

of the costs directly related to data collection and mapping aspects needed to

develop and verify DSTs development, e.g., of the Norwegian program MARE-
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ANO [13]. MAREANO has been continuously been progressing since 2005, and

until 2021 the program has achieved governmental funding corresponding to 127

MAC for mapping and gathering of subsea sediments and biotopes. However, a

well-functioning DST has the potential to increase the quality and efficiency of

the EIA and offshore energy planning processes in general and, subsequently, a

substantial cost-saving potential. Considering the expected growth of offshore

energy to meet renewable energy demands and still ensure sustainable use of

the marine environment, it will become increasingly vital to effectively balance

challenges in reaching renewable energy goals and protecting and restoring the

environment when allocating resources. Therefore, it is important to investigate

this matter further, and from a DST development point of view further look into

and identify the break-even between the cost savings of EIA and the cost of fur-

ther development of a DST to assess the financial incentives of advanced DST

development.

As the offshore wind sector is planned to extend rapidly in the coming years,

it will result in financial incentives for taking advantage of savings in utilizing a

DST, but within a limited time window of opportunity before set goals such as

carbon neutral by 2050. As a consequence, fast development of the DST is re-

quired to utilize the savings potential fully. Further, a DST in development will

take time to become operational and develop. Moreover, the EU and Sweden

are planning to build much offshore renewable energy in the near term. Conse-

quently, the DST’s fast development is required to utilize the savings potential

fully. This development is a global problem most larger economies will have to

handle for their national goals and energy needs.

This study explores the potential strategic importance of the timing of in-

vestment and the resulting usefulness and utilization in developing a DST in

offshore project planning costs and lead times. The development progress of

the DST over time will affect the possible increased efficiency of permit applica-

tion processes, and it is, therefore, essential to optimize the development process

of the DST.

This study connects to broader research themes of the improvement and
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facilitated development of offshore EIA DTSs in terms of protection assessment

and management of the environment and efficiency improvements of secondary

effects, e.g., permit costs for offshore sustainable energy development. One step

towards achieving DTS effectiveness comes from improvement of understanding,

analysis of costs and benefits and analysis of how and what need to be developed.

To evaluate the resource efficiency of different DST-development and invest-

ment scenarios, detailed data on both offshore energy installation related EIAs

and MSP DSTs is needed. The Swedish failure to reach the desired offshore

energy capacity until 2020, in combination with extensive ongoing work led by

the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management (SwAM) to develop

DSTs (Symphony [14] and Mosaic[15], makes Sweden a suitable case study, with

easy access to publicly available data.

The DST in Sweden’s main goals are spatial identification presence of Ecosys-

tems (E) and Pressures (P), and pairwise combinations with their impact weight

µ generate their relative individual PEµs and cumulative impacts
∑

PEµ [16]

to be used in the MSP. However, there is a complete lack of evaluation of the

dependence of the timing of investment in the development of the DST and the

resulting usefulness and utilization of the DST. If these effects are unknown,

there is a significant risk that any potential savings potential will be unexploited.

Future EIA costs in Sweden relate to the planned capacity, offshore wind project

EIA costs, and the number of failed permit processes. Today in Sweden, the

expansion of the offshore wind industry is claimed to be unpredictable, and the

extensive permitting processes lead to a high degree of ’failed projects’ [17].

Additionally, offshore wind energy installations have historically been costly

compared to onshore wind installations[18, 19]. It is estimated that a typical

offshore wind farm project spends, on average, 7.4 years in the EIA process and

up to 14 years in some cases [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. The remaining project lead

times are, on average, 4.4 years before the projects become operational, i.e., the

time for the EIA process corresponds to, on average more than 60% of the total

project lead time. In 2009 the Swedish Parliament passed an action plan with

the intention of 10 TWh yearly offshore wind capacity by 2020 [26]. In reality,
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from 2009 to 2020, roughly a total of 0.3 TWh per year capacity came from new

offshore wind installations [27],and analysis in Supplementary Material section

4). In a statement in 2018 regarding the development of the Marine Spatial

Plans (MSP), the Swedish Energy Agency (SEA) assessed a need for 50 TWh

of offshore wind capacity by 2045 [28]. The following year, 2019, the ambition

was modified to 23-30 TWh by 2045, which was included in the latest proposed

national Marine Spatial Planning work [29] by SwAM and SEA. To conclude,

there is a major discrepancy between the desired and forecasted capacity ver-

sus recent development [27],and analysis in Supplementary Material section 4).

Between 2009 and 2020, less than 1% of the applied energy capacity was built,

despite that 32 TWh of yearly capacity had been seriously planned through EIA

processes [27],and analysis in Supplementary Material section 4) and 4.5 TWh

had been fully permitted but delayed and referred to as not being cost-effective

to continue with at current state [20]. Beyond the scope of this study, there are

also non-EIA-related possible reasons for delays, e.g., the Swedish Armed Forces

have objected to many offshore installations [30, 31]. The EIA-part of the per-

mit application process, however, is identified as a general bottleneck [32, 33].

Therefore, the focus of this study is to use hypothetical future scenarios of DST

development, where the potential for increased investment and optimization of

DST development are highlighted, to assess the savings potential for the future

cost of EIA.

2. Materials and Methods

The methods proposed to estimate savings potential for EIA is divided up

in five steps illustrated in Figure 1. In the first step 1. the fiuture EIA costs

are estimated for offshore wind energy production. For second step 2. the

available time is estimated, using scenario and estimated variables. Thereafter

follows calculations of DST utilization, DST savings potential and total savings

potential in steps 3., 4. and 5. respectively.
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Steps Scenario variables Estimated variables

Offshore fraction, foffshore

Application cost fraction, fapplication

Failure rate, ffailure rate

Cost per MWh Offshore, cMWh

Capacity Offshore Goal, W

Computational component
development cost,
ccomputational component

Efficiency of the DST’s
implementation, r
Investment rate, Irate

Number of computational
components, NPEµ

Cost distribution, dPEµ

Other lead-time, tother
lead-time

Lead-time for the EIA, tEIA
lead-time

1. Future EIA costs, cEIA

2.Available time, tavailable

3.DST Utilization, U 4.DST savings potential,

stool = U · r · cEIA

5.Total savings potential,

s = stool − cDST development

Figure 1: The flowchart illustrates the five steps of analysis comprised of parameters and

estimates definitions. The purple represents scenario variables, the light purple represents

estimated parameters, and light orange represents the methods. The first step is to calculate

the future permit-related environmental impact assessment (EIA) costs cEIA for the offshore

(wind) energy industry. It uses a method where development in MWh/year and a fraction of

project cost going into permitting is the most crucial factor. The time window for much of the

expected offshore wind energy will be shortly, and this time window is estimated. Furthermore,

a Decision Support Tool (DST) is developed slowly over time. Therefore the time window

will affect the utilization of the DST in a limited time frame and will be estimated using a

component-based DST development model. The two last steps use the presented equations

first to estimate the savings potential of the DST and, secondly, the overall savings potential

considering a DST development cost.
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2.1. Scenarios for EIA costs and DST development

In evaluation of the step 5. total savings potential, six future scenarios were

developed (Figure 2). Scenarios was based on different assumptions calculating

EIA costs, cEIA in step 1., and cost of DST development cDST development in step

5..

Figure 2: Scenario 1 Optimized (S1O) is considered the most advantageous scenario, while

Scenario 3 Unoptimized (S3U) is the most unfavorable and shall result in the most versus the

least value of development of a DTS (Decision Support Tool). Each scenario’s parameters are

set into a simple linear model to analyze the savings potential over time. Optimized develop-

ment represents the optimized ordering of the defined tool components for development, while

unoptimized is the average statistical outcome. This ’optimization’ is to straightforwardly

consider for what or whom the DST is developed.

The most advantageous scenario (S1O) was defined as the high cost of EIA

and low cost of development of a DST in combination with an optimized DST

development. On the other end, a more unfavorable scenario (S3U) was de-

fined by a low-cost EIA and high cost of DST development in combination with

unoptimized DST development. Midrange alternatives for optimized vs. unop-

timized DST development defined scenarios for the mid estimate for EIA costs

and a mid-value for EIA development costs (S2O vs. S2U).
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2.2. Considerations and assumptions assessing the future Offshore Energy De-

velopment

Modeling hypothetical future scenarios to calculate the EIA cost savings po-

tential requires many assumptions for the modeling, variables, and parameters,

both with respect to the offshore industry development and with respect to EIA

and DST development and performance. Sweden was chosen as a case study to

delimit data collection and analysis as there are clear energy goals and ongoing

efforts in, and goals for, development of DST capabilities.

Information from relevant national strategies and publicly available from all

digitized historic offshore energy permit applications were collected to determine

the current state of EIA in Sweden. This background was used to provide

estimates and motivation for variables, parameters, and method choices, further

described in Supplementary Material in section 4 .

Practical limitations, such as EIA costs, are assumed to be spent linear over

the time window, and therefore potential savings of EIA costs are calculated

as a function of the state of DST over time. The simplifying assumption of

the future progress of offshore wind energy development for Swedish waters will

follow the linear expenditure (constant rate) derived from the total TWh in

offshore energy applications during the period 2009-2020. If these assumptions

are over relatively small time windows linear, the future expenditure may evolve

more dynamically, but for the conclusions in this study, a simpler assumptions of

behaviour from year to year or decade to decade are close enough, additionally

it simplifies the analysis for the reader and at the same time we haven’t found

evidence for any other relations-ship with time that are more appropriate to use.

Therefore, was the total savings potential, s, in step 5. defined as subtracting a

future EIA or permit cost (Figure 1). The total savings potential s was defined

as the EIA cost mitigated by the DST stool subtracted by the cost to develop

the DST cDST development.
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2.3. Utilization for optimized versus unoptimized DST Development

The total utilization U represents the hypothetical utilization of a fully devel-

oped DST. It is calculated through the incremental development of individual,

so-called ’computational components’ that make up the DST. The computa-

tional components are the solutions to the problems the DST solves for its users

performing an EIA. The computational problems are the environmental impact

that must be assessed for each pair of environmental pressure, P and ecosystem,

E.

For the analysis, two distinct development paths are defined, where the first

defines an unoptimized development. The unoptimized development of the com-

putational components can be seen as having no pre-knowledge about which

is the most cost-efficient component to be developed, hence represented by as-

suming the average statistical outcome of random development of the DST is

an appropriate method/behaviour to expect. The second development path is

called optimized development, i.e., it is assumed that the most cost-efficient com-

putational component for the DST will be developed first, and then the rest in

descending order with respect to cost-efficiency.

2.4. Future EIA Costs

The future expenditure for EIA by the offshore energy industry in their

permit application processes was defined as the future EIA cost in step 1. (Fig-

ure 1). The future EIA cost was estimated based on, e.g., projects in Sweden,

the national offshore development goals, historical built data, and failure rate.

Ideally, the EIA permit cost estimation could be based on bookkeeping from

historical projects, but data were not available. Hence, the cost estimate was

based on available data from cost estimates originating from project application

estimations. The model assumes a minimum constant installation rate, i.e. cEIA

was assumed to be incurred linearly over the time interval ,tavailable.

The following linear equation (1) can estimate offshore EIA application costs
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for a given time frame. It required several assumptions and parameter estima-

tions, outlined in Supplementary Material, section 4.

cEIA =
1

1− ffailure rate
cMWhWfapplicationfoffshore (1)

In equation (1), the estimated cost per yearly MWh of offshore wind energy W

was assumed to correlate with national energy goals and planning; hence input

was sourced from three places; the working document for MSP (Marine Spatial

Plans), where 23 TWh yearly capacity planed with lowest total utilization of the

space; the higher value was set to 89 TWh is the maximal realizable available

by SEA report [34] when projects with permits are excluded; the lower bound

was set to 10 TWh, being the Swedish Riksdag’s 2020 goal [26].

The fraction of project costs related to the application process fapplication

(environmental surveys, consent, compliance and etc) the three estimates 1.5%

[35], 3% [36] and 11% [37] comes from studies of project costs for offshore wind.

Further, the fraction foffshore of the application process contributed to projects

offshore-part assumed a linear relationship between page count and value of EIA

and was estimated of what amount of the EIA reports are concerning onshore

vs. offshore see Supplementary Material section 4 named subsection Fraction of

offshore project costs being EIA process.

The cost per yearly MWh in capacity cMWh was established from the low, av-

erage, and high value of surveyed Swedish applications, containing cost esti-

mates, see section 4 Supplementary Material’s subsection Cost per yearly MWh

of offshore wind energy for sourced data. The model assumed that the EIA as-

sessment quality improvement from the DST was the main contributing factor

to permit failure rate ffailure rate, less uncertainty in the process should lead to

acceptable projects (non failed applications) and is indirectly included in any

cost reductions. For the determined failure rate per MWh, ffailure rate, the anal-

ysis differentiates between 1) failure rate due to projects not completing the

application step and 2) projects getting a permit but not being completed. The

second aspect is referred to as the failure of projects due to lead-time where,
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Table 1: Parameters are chosen based on national goals, direct estimates, or calculated from

a combination of sources. The lowest median or average and the highest possible value are

presented per parameter. In order to limit unnecessary complexity for the cost of the EIA

costs cEIA which is calculated of the other parameters as defined in equation (1), three values

(lowest, median and highest combination of above parameters) were chosen for the further

analysis of the respective scenario.

Parameter Low Median/Average High

Cost per MWh Offshore cMWh (EURO/MWh) 238 512 667

Capacity Offshore Goal W (TWh) 10 24 89

Application cost fraction fapplication 0.015 0.03 0.11

Offshore fraction foffshore 0.44 0.66 0.8911

Time window ttotal (Years) 19 24 29

Failure rate ffailure rate 0 0.8457 0.9905

EIA cost cEIA(ttotal) (MEURO) 15.7 1,577 555,606

i.e., old technologies make the project nonviable. These two high and medium

values and the idealized case with no failure rate as the low value were used

for the advantageous, midrange, and unfavorable scenarios, respectively (Table

1). Together with assumed cost of development cDST development ranging from

values 50, 100 and 500 MAC. The cost to develop the DST is represented by

cDST development(t) =
∑

ccomputational component(t) and is the sum of equal cost

to develop the computational components.

2.5. Available time window

In the step 2. (Figure 1) the available time window tavailable is calculated

using the following method, where it is based on the total time window ttotal,

which was set to the 2040 goal [38], the 2045 goal [28], and the 2050 goal [39], of

which 2050 will primarily be used in the following analysis. The available time

window tavailable is defined as the available time to complete projects, while after

tavailable projects will not complete in time for set energy goals at the end of the

scenario time window, ttotal. Hence there is a cutoff point where future energy
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developments have to be initialized. The available time window from the total

time window was numerically calculated by equation (2).

tavailable = ttotal − tother
lead-time − tEIA

lead-time
1

f
(2)

Where the EIA lead-time fraction of reduction f is defined by (equation (3)).

f =
cEIA

cEIA −
∑N

x=1 cEIArH(t− tDST development
x
N )

(3)

The total lead-time for a offshore energy project used the average of previous

Swedish offshore energy projects tother
lead-time+tEIA

lead-time = 11.8 years. And similarly,

the lead-time for the EIA/consent process average is tEIA
lead-time =7.4 years. Fur-

ther information can be found in Supplementary Material section 4 subsection

Estimated Project lead-time EIA process and Project lead time other aspects,.

In the analysis, a lead-time reduction was assumed to scale linearly with cost

savings, thereby prolonging how long offshore energy buildup may continue to

reach future energy goals. Hence, if the permit lead-time can be significantly

decreased, it may significantly impact cost savings.

2.6. Cost Distribution dPEµ of Pressure P and Ecosystem E Pairs

The offshore wind energy industry projects’ EIA focus may vary from project

to project. Hence, their permit costs will also vary. Development of DST in the

analysis assumed EIA computational components to be divided into different

environmental impact problems PEµs. The DST implemented computational

component was assumed to improve future EIA costs from implemented time

and forward into the future. The estimated total utilization over time Uutilization

as DST are being developed considered compositions of workload with various

outcomes. Each computational component was assumed to be of equal de-

velopment cost ccomputational component. Hence, the savings enabled by using a

developed DST computational components was described by the efficiency of

the implemented components, r, affecting the EIA costs but on the component

level. The efficiency r of each DST’s implemented computational component
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was assumed to represent improvements in time and cost for the developed

DST. In practice, r concerns DST usability and reusability by the final users.

Furthermore, the efficiency improvements represent the DST predictability of

environmental outcome projects or MSP strategies. Hence, DST savings stool(t)

are defined as the sum of developed computational components j developed for

a DST that improve the DST efficiency rk of the existing estimated base EIA

cost cEIA. Each project consent process pertains to considering environmental

impact aspects, i.e., the ecosystem’s Ei vulnerability µij to each pressure Pj .

Our study divides the DST’s EIA costs and development costs by their impact

components, each assigned to a corresponding impact. A cost reduction by the

DST over time was defined as the expenses expected to be spent on the appli-

cations/EIA process stool(t), subdivided into environmental impact component

costs. Each environmental impact component PiEjµij was represented by an

impact component cost cPEµ.

Estimation of EIA cost per EIA component PEµ was conducted by word

analysis of the EIA process per ecosystem’s Ei vulnerability µij to a pressure Pj

to represent the cost distribution dijPEµ. Through word analysis of Swedish EIA

offshore energy applications, the distribution dijPEµ was estimated (figure 3).

The cost per impact cPEµ was defined as a function of the total EIA costs cEIA

as in equation (4). Where the total costs is cEIA =
∑

cijPEµ. Further insight into

data and analysis can be found in section 4 Supplementary Material’s section

EIA Cost Distribution for Computational Components.

cijPEµ = dijPEµcEIA (4)

2.7. DST Utilization

Following the definition of available time in step 2 a function for the DST

utilization over time is defined as the step 3 (Figure 1).

Modeled savings estimation of the DST should be viewed as the reduced

permit cost and its total utilization U over time. An early-developed computa-

tional component will be utilized for a longer time. To determine the utilization
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Figure 3: The estimated cost distribution of each non-zero impact pair PEµ is on the x-

axis, where every 10th pair is displayed and sorted by probability. Ecosystems and Pressures

start with capital letters as if defined by Symphony, while lowercase is introduced definitions

by us. Each pair is represented by the presents of the pair in reviewed EIA reports found

in the Supplementary Material’s subsection Analyzed Project Applications for Word Count

Analysis. This data is then assumed to correlate with EIA costs per pair, resulting in a

Pressure-Ecosystem distribution for the study.
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of the DST U , the development of each computational component results in

utilization by equation (5).

U i
computational component(t) =

 0 : t < tileft
cPEµ

cEIA

tileft
tavailable

t−tileft
tavailable−tileft

: Otherwise
(5)

and t is time, tileft is time left after computational component i is developed,

cPEµ is total EIA cost for that PEµ, r is the efficiency of the DST’s imple-

mented computational components and tavailable is the available time window.

The available time tavailable depends on the DST efficiency to lower permit lead

times, and hence, if this factor is important, it may significantly impact the

time window the DST effectively can be utilized. The time after a computa-

tional component of the DST was completed constitutes the usable time, i.e.,

the time the component can be used. In this study, the implementation order of

the cost distribution was used to differentiate between the optimized implemen-

tation versus the unoptimized implementation (expected outcome of random

implementation).

It was assumed that time and cost-effectiveness in computational component

development scale linear with the investment rate Irate. As the cost distribution

dijPEµ is the only variable in the model, it results in the most cost-effective

implementation order to be sequential.

To consider savings for an uncorrelated implementation order of dijPEµ, i.e.

costs are not considered, but will be represented by an expected cost cPEµ =

E(dijPEµcEIA) =
cEIA
NPEµ

.

Utilization is defined by equation (6).

U(t) =min(1,

NPEµ∑
x=1

H(t− tDST development
x

NPEµ
) · (t− tDST development

x

NPEµ
)·

dx
EIA

tavailable
for optimized development

1
NPEµ

for unoptimized development
(6)

The time to develop the DST tDST development with a constant investment

rate Irate can be written as tDST development =
nccomputational componentNPEµ

Irate
. Which
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Table 2: Assumed parameter ranges used for the scenarios, r are efficiencies of implemented

computational components, cDST development are the total costs to develop the DST, Irate

are estimated investment rates and NPEµ are the number of computational components of

non-zero impact pairs. A smaller set of parameters are used to limit the scope of the analysis

but at the same time enough visualize interesting behavior. Each parameter chose is further

motivated in Supplementary Material.

Parameter Ranges

r [0.1 0.5 0.9]

cDST development(t)(EURO) [ 50 · 106 100 · 106 500 · 106 ]

Irate (Year) [ 1 · 106 .. 9 · 106 ]

NPEµ 231

further leads to cost of development of DST (equation (7)).

cDST development(t) =


nccomputational componentNPEµ

tDST development
t : t < tDST development

nccomputational componentNPEµ : Otherwise
(7)

Investment rate Irate was assumed to be constant and span from 1’000’000

EURO per year to 9’000’000, 3 times the investment rate of current SwAM

overall IT development budget ISwAM at 3’000’000 EURO per year. The model

parameters utilized in this study are presented in Table 2.

2.8. DST savings potential

The DST savings potential is defined as the mitigated EIA costs by using a

DST as the step 4 (Figure 1). The function for the DST savings (8) was derived

from equation (5)

stool = U · r · cEIA (8)

The efficiency of the DST r is defined as a constant factor of the mitigated

cost; three different model parameters for the DST efficiency r will be used,

assuming that 10%, 50%, and 90%, respectively, of the subsequent EIA cost,

will be mitigated.
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2.9. DST savings

The DST savings s in the last step 5 (Figure 1) is defined as the alternative

future EIA process costs stool over time by equation (9):

s(t) = stool(t)− cdevelopment(t) (9)

The total utilization U and hence total savings potential, s, is dependent

on how fast the DST is developed. A higher investment rate, Irate, leads in

general to higher savings potential, if total utilization U times cost of EIA cEIA

is larger than cost of development cDST development at the end of available time

window tavailable. Potential savings were estimated for six scenarios (Figure 2)

at different DST efficiencies.

2.10. Break-even

The break-even is defined as when savings over time, mitigated by the DST

minus the development cost cDST development, becomes positive. Over time it fol-

lows that a DST’s computational components will start to mitigate EIA costs

for the impact pairs PEµ. Additionally, the unoptimized and optimized de-

velopment order of computational components differ, it is expected to lead to

different outcomes for the savings and the break-even point.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Total Utilization

The future total savings potential of DST development is defined in six

scenarios, of which three have an optimized and three an unoptimized develop-

ment. The core differentiation determining savings potential between optimized

vs. unoptimized development is the degree of utilization of the DST over the

time window of interest, i.e., total time window. Each scenario results in a con-

siderable difference in the total utilization. The midrange scenarios (S2O, S2U)

result in a 42.8% percentage points maximal difference between the optimized

vs. unoptimized development (Figure 4). The unfavorable scenarios (S3O, S3U)
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result in the maximal relative difference at 547%, but the optimized and un-

optimized development have low utilization, with the optimized at 33.2% and

5.1%, respectively. These results indicate that optimized development is vital

to consider realizable utilization and not only the savings potential. In other

words, it will be relevant to consider how the DST is to be developed, which

likely will impact its performance.

However, several of the considered assumptions directly impact the behavior

of the model outcome. The most critical aspects regard the limited industry and

academic foresight in the cost, performance, options, and composition of devel-

opment of a DST’s computational components. Firstly, the assumption that

the cost of development cDST development for each of the computational compo-

nents was evenly distributed is a simplification. In reality, the computational

components have indeed radically different design requirements. Additionally,

there will be a workload associated with completion done by engineers and

programmers, which will not scale linearly with the number of developers on

a specific component. These together will impact both potential development

costs, and the optimized development could be more parallel in nature for a

realistic scenario.

Secondly, more realistically, the estimations and validation of cost are un-

common, as is the case for the computational component’s efficiency, where the

future of these cost estimations should be considered highly uncertain.

Thirdly, both the optimized and unoptimized cases only develop the com-

ponents found relevant to offshore wind energy, implying that 14% of non-zero

value components are excluded. Naturally, most interactions are irrelevant, but

some additional aspects are likely to be developed in the unoptimized case,

which would not contribute to any savings potential.

Lastly, essential functionality components, such as the platform and user in-

terface, will be required to deploy other components. Likely there is an increase

in dependencies between ecosystems and pressures if higher functionality and

DST efficiency are to be reached, which need to be considered. These challenges
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Figure 4: Impact on Total utilization at what speed of DST implementation under the avail-

able time window (tavailable) where utilization is scaled to mitigated cost, i.e., when an impact

contributes 10% of the overall permit costs. A computational component (solution to this im-

pact) is developed halfway through, the multiple of fraction time left and cost fraction leads

to a DST utilization of 5%, then cumulative add savings from other developed computational

components to get the total utilization. The optimized curve is where the most cost-efficient

computational components are developed first, and the statistical average(random) develop-

ment is unoptimized. Each scenario is represented at the defined investment rate ISwAM,

which is the assumed/estimated investment rate of DSTs by the Swedish SwAM agency. The

blue and red line is the resulting upper. It lowers the bound of the total utilization model

where the parameters for the three vertical lines’ advantageous, midrange, and unfavorable

scenarios intersect with the type of development for our model.
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typically would result in early developments being more straightforward but lim-

ited to efficiency but at a reduced cost; on the other hand, higher complexity

scales with the number of growing dependencies and hence higher development

costs would generally result in more costly high efficient solutions.

Given the limited data available, the assumptions made in this work were

necessary,however, we argue that it is sufficient for our broad and general anal-

ysis, e.g., the significance of a high investment rate. Hence, the results indicate

essential aspects to consider to enable cost-efficient development and implemen-

tation of a DST. We have also identified aspects that need to be further explored

to develop future DSTs efficiently.

3.2. Savings over Time & Available Time Window

If the goal is to develop a DST that can transform maritime management,

it would likely be a costly endeavor. However, considering the large number of

offshore energy projects that are being planned in the near future, there may

be a substantial savings potential in terms of reduced permit costs for future

projects if there is a readily available analysis by a DST capable of offering the

industry efficient and harmonized EIAs.

In each scenario is either the savings potential or development costs the dom-

inant variable. In the midrange scenario, the optimized development reaches a

positive savings potential of 106,9 MEURO, ca 0.7% of the EIA costs, and 20.8

MEURO for the unoptimized scenario at DST efficiency at 10% (Figure 5).

This scenario is based on the cost of a recently developed IT platform in Swe-

den with expenses above 100 MEURO and the Norwegian program MAREANO

for sediment and biodata collection, at around 127 MAC. While the midrange

development cost is set to 100 MEURO, the other scenarios use half and five

times this development cost to span a wide range of outcomes. These differ-

ent development cost estimates resulted in three primary patterns, where the

midrange case cost and savings potential are of similar size, while for the other

two, these diverge drastically.
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Figure 5: Results of savings potential over time for the advantageous (S1O, S1U), the midrange

(S2O, S2U), and the unfavorable scenarios (S3O, S3U) for future offshore energy savings

potential respectively at ISwAM investment rate and efficiency of the DST at 10%. The

available time is modified based on the finishing project before the cut-off time calculated

using equation(2), and the development of the DST modifies this value based on its assumed

efficiency and completion. The different extended available times tavailable are presented

for each DST efficiency for optimized and unoptimized development. The midrange scenario

exhibits break-even for the DST savings and development costs for optimized and unoptimized

DST development. The three scenarios present the three primary different savings outcomes

of development, advantageous, break-even, and unfavorable.
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The primary factor contributing to savings, apart from utilization, is the esti-

mated cost of EIA, cEIA. The advantageous scenario’s savings potential reached

79.9 and 63.7 BEURO, 14.4 % and 11.5%, respectively, of EIA costs, while there

was only a tiny difference between the optimized and unoptimized development

(for tool efficiency at 10%). There was a negative, approximately -85.6 MEURO

or 545% of EIA costs for both optimized and unoptimized development in the

unfavorable scenario.

The definition of future EIA costs results in a wide span of possible outcomes

for the available estimators. It was hard to argue that one combination of

estimators is more reliable or probable than another at this point in the study.

Therefore three scenarios for a low, mid, and high value have and should have

the most impact on the results (Figure 5). Further research should focus on

narrowing down and defining probable outcomes. It would lead to reduced

uncertainty choices made during development to take maximum advantage of

the savings potential.

3.2.1. Lead-Time

The lead-time of the development of offshore wind energy has been described

as a significant obstacle, with project installation and permit processes taking

more than a decade in some cases, inferring indirect costs and project failure

rate [22, 20] A robust and capable DST is argued to be the central solution

that consistently could lower lead-time without compromising environmental

protection. The available time window is extended for the optimized midrange

scenario (S2O) by 0.68, 3.58, and 6.48 years for respective DST efficiency, r (Fig-

ure 5). The shorter lead-time could result in a long time to complete projects to

meet set energy goals. In the analysis, lead-time for an impact PEµ is assumed

linear to the cost reduction for the impact, implying that if the cost for EIA

is reduced by 50%, the lead-time for the EIA will also be reduced correspond-

ingly. The available time to reach the energy goals is thus increased by the

reduction in time to complete the project, i.e., an improvement in the available

time increases the effective window of the DST. Lead-time reduction for each
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DST efficiency is nearly the same as for the advantageous scenario as each tool

has similar utilization( Figure 5). Hence, it results in the midrange scenario

getting the most significant difference between optimized and unoptimized de-

velopment. For the unfavorable scenario, the reduction would be minimal due

to the assumption that only a tiny percentage of the tool is fully developed.

The lead-time of permits affects the cost in terms of delayed projects. It is usu-

ally due to preset technical specifications set many years earlier in the permit

applications that differ too much from the current state-of-the-art wind energy

technology. For example, a project can turn inefficient if too small a tower size

and height specifications limit what can be built later [20]. This effect will in-

duce more failed projects by new applications that need to be revised and sent

in again following the same procedures, inducing additional EIA/permit costs.

As mentioned, EIA’s cost and its lead time are likely correlated and constitute

a significant factor in possible cost reductions. Further, it would also impact

how the DST should be developed to maximize savings concerning energy goals

set in the near future.

3.3. Analysis of Efficiency of the DST’s Implemented Computational Compo-

nents r and Investment Rate Irate

In addition to building an efficient DST is the question of funding, espe-

cially for large and costly projects. Concurrently with our case study, a publicly

funded Swedish DST is being developed. The coordination of current and com-

ing development efforts, and its funding, will ultimately dictate if a DST can be

built and if the DST will be ready in time to be utilized (Figure 4), to hopefully

be indirectly break even or produce some savings potential (Figure 6).

A reference investment rate was used to assess development, this being the

SwAMs budget for IT development. Our assessment is that this budget is used

for many other projects apart from Symphony. It is unclear if their budget in-

cludes, e.g., engineering costs, but it is nevertheless likely a gross overestimation

of expenditures in the near term and the past couple of years. How the three

scenario’s savings potential changes using a different investment rate depends
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Figure 6: The resulting savings potential of the model at the end of the scenario time win-

dow t0 + ttotal, with varying investment rates Irate.The subplots are for the advantageous,

midrange, and unfavorable scenarios with different DST efficiencies and optimization levels.

In the first two subplots, there is a weakening improvement over time due to a lessening change

in of utilization of the DST development components. For the third subplot, the unfavorable

scenario is that the potential is smaller than the DST development costs over time, resulting

in a near-linear negative savings potential.

on whether potential savings r · cEIA · U or cDST development is dominant. The

fast rise in savings potential for the advantageous and midrange scenarios at the

low range of investment rate, and the steep loss for the unfavorable scenario, in-

dicate how important analysis of the development of DSTs for marine EIA may

become. The largest uncertainties for a successful financial DST development

are DST efficiency r and potential EIA costs. Further investigation into these

factors should be necessary for future investment decisions.

4. Conclusions

In this work, multiple factors consequential when considering offshore re-

newable energy expansion and offshore decision support management have been

identified and initially assessed. First, identifying a relationship between the

cost of developing and operating a DST compared with savings potential. Sec-
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ondly, identifying a relationship with a limited time window to build DSTs

results in realistic settings impacts savings potential for the offshore wind eco-

nomic sector. Thirdly, exemplified through a simple model, multiple scenarios

impact the usefulness of the DST if there is a limited time frame.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at ’http:/....’
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Nomenclature

µ Ecosystem vulnerability to a

Pressure (impact weight)

stool(t) DST savings potential

Ucomputational component(t) Utilization

of computational component

of environmental impact pair

cDST development Total development

cost DST

fapplication Fraction of offshore

project costs being EIA pro-

cess

foffshore Fraction of EIA process be-

ing offshore versus onshore

Irate DST investment rate

NPEµ Number of computational

components, PEµs

tDST development Time to develop all

of the DST’s computational

components

tleft Time left after a computa-

tional component is devel-

oped

ccomputational component(t) Development

cost of computational com-

ponent

cMWh Cost per yearly MWh of off-

shore wind energy

r DST efficiency

tEIA
lead-time Project lead-time EIA pro-

cess

tother
lead-time Project lead-time other ap-

sects, e.g. build time

tavailable Available time window

ttotal Scenario time window

W Offshore wind in yearly

MWh capacity

cEIA EIA costs

cijPEµ EIA cost per pressure-

ecosystem impact pair

ffailure rate Permit failure rate per

MWh

PEµ Impact pair

DST Decision Support Tools

EIA Environmental Impact As-

sessment

MSP Marine Spatial Plans

SEA Swedish Energy Agency

SwAM Swedish Agency for Marine

and Water Management
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foffshore fapplication ffailure rate cMWh W

ccomputational component

r

Irate

Future EIA costs, cEIA NPEµ

dPEµ

tother
lead-time

tEIA
lead-time

Available time, tavailable

DST Utilization, U

DST savings potential,
stool = U · r · cEIA

Total savings potential, s = stool − cDST development

Figure 1: Flowchart of parameters and estimates. Dark blue represents scenario variables,
light blue represents estimated parameters, and light orange represents the method.

Future EIA Costs

Ideally, the estimated costs for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) within offshore wind

energy installations could be found in the previously accomplished project documentation.

Unfortunately, such data is not publicly available, leading to EIA costs being estimated

from different factors, such as the Yearly Cost per MWh, Average Permit and Build Project

Lead-Time, Fraction Onshore vs. Offshore Estimate, Fraction of project costs in the permit

process, as well as the National Capacity Goal and the historic Failure Rate. Estimates

found in literature and from other sources are presented below.

Cost per yearly MWh of offshore wind energy

The nationally forecasted total cost for offshore projects was used to estimate the EIA

costs for the Swedish case study. The permit application EIA reports from the Swedish

projects Kriegers Flak, Storgrundet, Midsjö, Stora Middelgrund, Lillgrund, and Taggen
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include estimates for the cost of projects, summarized in Table 1 and was retrieved from the

national registry. These secondary estimates were used for the forecasted cost estimates, as

first-hand sources or more precise estimates or post-project costs analysis were unavailable.

Another potential source could have been using the Levelized Cost Of Energy (LCOE),

e.g.(IEA WINd TCP task 26 (Noonan et al. (2018)) of which, depending on the type of

fundament type, rotor size, and year, it tends to be on the lower end compared to the above.

A problem could arise if future cost estimations were paired with older proportional esti-

Table 1: Average cost per MWh produced per year table (*lower bound used).

EIA report Total Cost project Yearly production Cost per MWh per year
Kriegers Flak park 10.3 GSEK 2’010’000 MWh / year 5124 SEK year /MWh
Storgrundet 4 GSEK 700’000 MWh / year 5’714 SEK year /MWh
Midsjö >20 GSEK * 8’400’000 MWh / year >2’381 SEK year /MWh
Stora Middelgrund 12-15 GSEK 3’000’000 MWh / year 4’000-5’000 SEK year /MWh
Lillgrund 2.167 GSEK 348’000 MWh / year 6’227 SEK year /MWh
Taggen 6-7 GSEK 1’050’000 MWh / year 5’714-6’667 SEK year / MWh
Average cMWh 5’121 SEK year / MWh

mates of EIA as project costs. The continuation of status quo EIA would most likely cost

the same, while the cost of construction, e.t.c. could be making use of technological advances

and economies of scale for construction.

Estimated Project lead-time EIA process and Project lead time other

aspects

In this study the total project lead-time was subdivided into Project lead-time EIA process

tEIA
lead-time and Project lead time other aspects tother

lead-time. Information was only included from

available data from Swedish projects that either completed or had project projections for

permit and build lead times. The following projects was used for the analysis: Lillgrund,

Kårehamn, Kriegers Flak (park), Kattegatt Syd and Finngrundet (Table 2).
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Table 2: build and permit times; *project projections non completed projects

Project permit lead-time project build lead-time
Lillgrund 6 years 3 years
Kårehamn 10 years 2 years
Kriegers Flak park 14 years 4 years *
Kattegatt Syd 5 years* 6 years*
Finngrundet 2 years* 7 years*

Average Permit lead-time Average build lead-time
7.4 4.4

Fraction of EIA process being offshore versus onshore

The offshore projects were analyzed regarding EIA of onshore aspects and offshore. Three

values were estimated from the page count average, average excluding offshore wind projects,

and average excluding cable projects (Table 3).

For the median value, it is the average of each fraction; the higher value only includes

offshore wind, and the lower excludes offshore wind. The choice to include cable projects in

the Swedish study is motivated by two aspects; first older applications do not include the

connection to shore and miss environmental aspects of the cable. Secondly, large quantities

of offshore will need better interactability of the regional and national grids, and in the Baltic

Sea, it will result in more cable connections to the neighboring countries.

Fraction of offshore project costs being EIA process

The fractional cost of a project being in the application process was impossible to determine.

In the case of completed Swedish projects, some had not their cost indexed in such a manner

to determine which related to EIA costs. For this study, an international cost breakdown of

EIA costs was used for the analysis.

The independent public organization ’Renewables Advisory Board’ (RAB) commissioned

a short study in 2010 on the breakdown of offshore wind’s expected costs and concluded a
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Table 3: Estimated fractions of EIA being offshore. Projects with a * are High Voltage cable
projects

.

EIA report Pages Offshore Pages Onshore Fraction
Beckomberga-bredäng* 31 40 31/71
Helsingborg-Helsingör* 33 22 33/55
Södra Midsjöbanken 51 1 51/52
Kriegers Flak park 99 6 99/105
Kriegers Flak kabel* 27 26 27/53
Marviken 27 10 27/37
Nordbalt* 17 55 17/72
Storgrundet 83 18 83/101
Fladen 50 1 50/51
Hansa Power Bridge* 32 44 32/76
Low Average High foffshore = [0.44 0.666 0.89]

‘Development & consent’ to be 3% (Board (2010)).Alsubal et al. (2021) come to significantly

larger estimates; A parametric whole life cost model for offshore wind farms is in figure eight

in their work, presenting a pre-development and consenting (P&C) = 11%.

For projects of HV subsea cables, theace (2015)refer to Others (project management,

regulatory, consents, studies. . . ) to be 10% of the cost of a breakdown of 7 assets.

Another source is IEA Wind TCP Task 26:Offshore Wind Energy International Compar-

ative Analysis (Noonan et al. (2018)), compare various countries’ LCOE for offshore wind

and countries with some ‘pre government’ , the cost of LCOE was reduced in the ‘model’.

For Denmark, this was about 1,5%, Germany about 3%, and the Netherlands about 4%, i.e.,

only implying a reduction in the expected “developing and consent”, which is a cost covered

by the respective government. Therefore this cost must be a smaller part of the total cost

of “developing and consent” (in their model).

National Capacity Goals for Offshore wind in yearly MWh capacity

This study is based on governmental forecasts and plans for offshore wind installation and

capacity expansion in line with marine spatial planning and political commitments regarding
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renewable energy. Three parameters in the model, 10 TWh being the lower estimate coming

from the 2009 parliament, passed action plan for the year 2020, summarised in table 4.

Table 4: National Capacity Goals for Offshore wind in yearly MWh capacity

Report Yearly capacity in TWh
2009-2020 action plan 10 TWh
Initial MSP proposal 2019 33% usage 23 TWh
Swedish Energy Agency report 89 TWh

The middle parameter is the estimated available capacity of 23 TWh with 33% space

used from the proposal for the Swedish MSP (Marine Spatial Plan) in 2019. The upper

estimate is the realizable 100 TWh at 80 EURO per MWh, minus the 11TWh of projects

with permits as presented in the Swedish Energy Agency report (Swedish Energy Agency

(2017)) equaling a parameter value at 89 TWh.

Permit failure rate per MWh

Wind power, in general, has expanded in size and quantity over the past decades in the

world (Enevoldsen and Xydis (2019)). This trend is also seen for the land-based wind power

in Sweden, but not to the same extent with respect to offshore installations, even though

there is a potential as the Swedish national sea and economic zone in the Baltic Sea is large.

Possible explanations for the Swedish situation of a relatively high failure rate could be; a

situation that primarily took place in the early 2000s when ’prospectors’ were betting that

Sweden was going to set up a more favorable subsidizing regime for offshore wind, similarly

to what happened in Norway (Inderberg et al. (2019)), this expectation may have led to

excessive applications to be the first to acquire/secure stakes in the most favorable offshore

wind options; Another circumstance may relate to a somewhat uncharted EIA process for

large offshore installations this may potentially have yielded unpredictable outcomes result-

ing in the necessity to consider multiple projects; Lastly, the concerns of very long lead times

in the EIA process, which at times taking up to 14 years, this results in a higher likelihood

of the failing projects due to them no longer being economically feasible by unknown future
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technology advancements, previously, this has been larger and taller systems manufactured

every year, e.g. ,this type of development is demonstrated by the "new" application for

Kriegers Flak for the same park but using taller but fewer windmills.

It is unclear if projects not being finalized/constructed, despite being approved, are a global

problem or if it is localized to Sweden. However, it can be noted that both the Danish and

German areas of Kriegers Flak have had operational offshore wind farms for some time.

Three types of failure rates were considered in the analysis; First, projects get dis-

missed/fail in the Swedish courts; Secondly, projects not being built with permits; Third,

where no ’future’ developments fail. In table 5 are the projects and status used to calculate

the three failure rates used in the analysis ffailure rate = 0, 0.8457, 0.9905.

Table 5: Projects status and estimated capacity, mostly 2013-2015 status with found* project
updates

Project Status Estimated Capacity TWh per year
Bockstigen Built 0.006
Utgrunden I Built 0.032
Yttre Stengrund Built 0.015
Lillgrund Built 0.348
Värnen Built 0.105
Kårehamn Built 0.182
Current capacity 0.688 TWh per year
Trolleboda Have Environmental Permit 0.6
Utgrunden II Have Environmental Permit 0.344
Kriegers Flak Have Environmental Permit 2.56
Storgrundet Have Environmental Permit 1.06
Stora Middelgrund Have Environmental Permit 2.16
Taggen Have Environmental Permit 1.2
Stenkalles grund Have Environmental Permit 0.36
Potential capacity with Environmental Permit, no dismissal. 8.284 TWh per year
Blekinge Offshore dismissal 11.2
Södra Midsjöbankarna dismissal 8.4
Finngrundet dismissal 5.5
Kattegatt Offshore dismissal 1.2
Vindplats Göteborg dismissal 0.36
Potential capacity with or without Environmental Permit 26.66 TWh per year
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EIA Cost Distribution for Computational Components

Any DST or tool will not be completed instantly but will have a limited time being utilized

until the energy goals have been met. Hence, it is essential to consider how fast the Decision

Support Tool can be developed and if functionality is ’modularized’ thereby allowing for

continuously improved functionality and usage. In this study, the necessary functionality for

the tool is unknown, and hence it cannot be used to differentiate updates to the tool. On the

other hand, each pressure’s specific impact on an ecosystem is considered and will represent

the development step in the model. Further, the occurrence per impact pair was utilized to

generate a distribution representing an associated cost of EIA and development. However,

needed data or layers of developed functionality are hidden above in this representation, and

in our case, only an estimate for a forecast of spent EIA (figure 2).

Assumption Application Content Relate Linear to Permit Applica-

tion Costs

EIA aspects defined by impact pairs PEµ will have a different cost for their EIA. A sec-

ondary approach was utilized because there were no projects with bookkeeping for EIA costs

available, which would offer a more direct cost assessment. An assumption was used to esti-

mate the share of EIA costs of specific impact pairs PEµs, where a linear relationship with

the amount of EIA permit content to the EIA costs. This study assumes that non-addressed

EIs PEµs should not contribute to EIA costs. Hence, for roughly estimating the utilization

of a DST, a linear relationship for the distribution will work well.

Analyzed Project Applications for Word Count Analysis

EIA reports (permit applications) were analyzed to generate a distribution of the various

impacts (a combination of a Pressure and an Ecosystem (PEµs). The EIA was reviewed

to identify analyses and assessments for analysis and assessments of impact pairs PE. The
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Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4 Input 5 Input n

What is being developed

Functionality
1 Func. 2 Func. 3 Func. m

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

EIA PEµ1 EIA PEµ2 EIA PEµ3 EIA PEµN

Study representation

Multi-layer representation

r = 0.1
r = 0.2

r = 0.4
r = 0.1

r = 0.8 r = 0.4 r = 0.8

Figure 2: Cost representation and final EIA in green is, in addition, the representation of the
functionality of the developed DST as they are developed in the model. In reality, it could
be represented by the light orange functionalities, which would result in a more complex
model. However, this analysis and the necessary functionality to be defined were beyond the
scope and capacity of this study.
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number of words for identified texts was collected from several applications EIA reports (Ta-

ble 6). In the analysis, the defined Pressures and Ecosystems for the DST Symphony were

Table 6: Projects EIA reports assessed for impact pairs.

Project name
Kriegers Flak
Eon Helsingborg-Helsingör
Marviken
Storgrundet
Nordbalt
Midsjö
Fladen
Hansa Power Bridge

used as seen in Table,7 with the addition of three pressures in lower case where Symphony

is part of SwAMs continuous efforts in developing a DST.

Each pressure/ecosystem contained in that category was counted when referencing higher-

order pressures or ecosystems.

Results from word count are presented as a table diagram (Figure 3). The pairs of

Ecosystems and Pressures are presented, where 14% were non-zero.

Non-zero data is presented as the PEµ distribution dPEµ in figure 4.
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Table 7: Pressures and Ecosystems beginning with starting capital letters are in the Sym-
phony definition; those three starting with the lower case were added during the analysis of
the applications.

Pressures Ecosystems
Bird hunt Mussel reef
Catch gillnet Deep reef
Catch pelagic trawl Haploops reef
Catch bottom trawl Artificial reef
Turbidity bottom trawl Plankton pelagic
Turbidity shipping Hard bottom photic
Turbidity sand extraction Hard bottom aphotic
Abrasion bottom trawl Hard bottom deep
Habitat loss dumping Transport bottom photic
Habitat loss fish farm Transport bottom aphotic
Habitat loss mussel farm Transport bottom deep
Habitat loss coastal exploitation Soft bottom aphotic
Habitat loss infrastructure Soft bottom deep
Habitat loss sand extraction Shoreline Angiosperms
Noise 125Hz shipping Sprat
Noise 125Hz wind power Fish spawning
Noise 2000Hz shipping Rivermouth fish
Noise boating Eel migration
Explosions peak Coastal birds
Explosions SEL Seabird coastal wintering
Oilspill shipping Seabird offshore wintering
Oilspill wreck Rough bottom photic
Heavy metals background Rough bottom aphotic
Heavy metals military area Rough bottom deep
Heavy metals mine dump algae
Toxic munition dump benethic Organism
Synthetic toxins background bats
Synthetic toxins harbor Soft bottom photic
Synthetic toxins industry Cod
Synthetic toxins treatment plant Herring
Pollution boating Porpoise baltic
Nitrogen background Porpoise belt sea
Nutrients fish farm Grey seal
Phosphorous background Harbour seal
Anoxia background Soft bottom photic
Electromagnetic field
Climate change temperature
Climate change acidification
Disturbance wind power
turbidity subsea works
noise piling
infrastructure temperature 11



Figure 3: Combinations of Pressures P and Ecosystems E extracted from the analyzed
project applications.

Model Assumptions

To make model forecasts, assumptions were necessary to limit the scope of the study,

see sections below:

Linear Assumption Development Pace and Completion of the DSP

There are many factors governing how fast a toolkit can be developed. This study assumes a

linear relationship between development pace and toolkit investment rate. I.e., this assumes

the development project to be partitioned ideally between developers. However, in a real-

world scenario, more extensive projects and additional developers would most likely add

considerable communication overheads and tasks not being divisible to the ideal extent,

adding additional cost and time to a development project (Brooks (1995)).
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Figure 4: An estimated cost distribution of each non-zero impact pair PEµ on the x-axis
where every 10th pair is displayed. Data include offshore renewable impact-related aspects
present in the surveyed EIA applications for Offshore Wind and High Voltage Subsea Cables.
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Linear EIA Costs Rate over Time

EIA cost analysis as it develops over time requires an estimation of the expenditure. In this

study, a constant expenditure is assumed, being equivalent to a smooth continuous stream

of EIA-related costs over the time window ttotal. In a future implementation plan, there

are, however, many factors that influence when the EIA costs are going to be "spent," e.g.,

political decisions about subsidies, electricity prices, or technology breakthroughs may affect

when the bulk of the EIA cost is spent during the time window ttotal. A substantial share

would be employment costs, a relatively continuous expense that may increase or decrease

over time.

Assumption Higher Quality Lead to Less Uncertainty

Increased knowledge and transparency are assumed to lead to fewer projects failing, i.e., a

lower failure rate for projects. This increase of knowledge or transparency in this study takes

the form of the toolkit’s developed computational components, e.g., if analysis taking months

would be a reduced to a check-in a national map tool, it would, in essence, be increased

transparency, and in our assumption lead to fewer failed projects through significantly less

spent EIA costs.

Assumption DST Efficiency r of Developed Features Reduce Future

Costs

Any system built to reduce repetitive analysis or manual analysis at a large scale may

effectively reduce future workload or fail to do so. In practice, the potential improved

quality and speed of using an EIA DST in Swedish waters is unknown. In the worst case,

the built DST would not significantly reduce analysis for any user of the DST. In better

cases, it reduces some, or the majority, of the costs related to EIA. Either way, a proper

analysis model should contain an estimation of this impact of the computational component
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built. However, this is hard to estimate as multiple factors play a role for a tool to be usable

and for whom. Additionally, it is hard to measure the outcome, and it takes time, and things

such as adaptation time, may be relevant to consider.

As possible outcomes of toolkit efficiencies are uncertain, it is sensible to consider mul-

tiple efficiencies of the toolkit’s implemented computational components efficiency r. Pa-

rameters assumed and used in the model is DST efficiency 10%, 50% and 90% , defined as

r = [0.1, 0.5, 0.9] .

Costs Components Assumed to Independently Decomposition Into

Different EIA Aspects

The goal of an EIA DST is to take manual labor-intensive calculating and analysis tasks and

apply them to a national data set and present outcomes and results of impacts on maps.

Challenges for subsea analysis compared to land-based analysis include scarcity of data and

lack of knowledge of the complex marine ecosystems. Therefore, an EIA DST is a con-

siderable task, and there will be many interconnections or dependencies between different

components of the tool (Figure 2). Further division of the tool components will require the

development of functionality that does not directly lead to increased efficiency but compo-

nents required for other functionality. There are many "small" parts of the components

we describe that many computational components have in common for a realistic scenario.

Other aspects may be higher-level analysis that requires multiple computational components’

to be developed. This interdependence is present and should be fully taken advantage of or

may dictate development order to solve some ’problems.’ This study assumes that individual

EIA cost aspects can be divisible in computational components that estimate the impact for

that specific Pressure and Ecosystem PEµ, as we have a cost associated with it.

Further, another aspect to consider in this divisibility is what accuracy is necessary
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for the computational components to reach ’enough’ knowledge level or ’good enough’ risk

assessment to balance the cost of development and achieve tool efficiency.

Unoptimized Implementation of a DST in terms of EIA costs reduces

to a randomly ordered implementation

We assume that optimal implementation can only be considered if EIA costs and DST

computational components efficiencies and development costs are determined or with some

accurate proxy. The model assumes the optimized scenarios for the most cost-effective com-

ponent are developed first. The "unoptimized" scenarios are equivalent to not considering

what components to develop first. Hence each option has an equal chance to be developed;

therefore, the effectiveness is set to the average EIA cost cEIA
NPEµ

, where NPEµ is the number of

components. Either each component can be considered in each development has the exact

change to be developed, and hence the average in each step is considered, or a random im-

plementation order can be considered, now generating results for many randomized orders

and taking the average performance.
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Cost of Development

Three reference values, 500 MSEK, 1000 MSEK, and 5000 MSEK, were used in the analysis,

converted to Euro with 10 SEK = 1 Euro. These values are roughly equivalent to 50 or 100

developers during ten years versus 250 during ten years. As a point of reference, a recent

Norwegian MAREANO program gathering and mapping subsea sediment/biotopes spent

around 10 Millon euros a year for ten years in total 1277 MNOK ( 127M Euro).

cdevelopment = [500 · 106, 1′000 · 106, 5′000 · 106]
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In the expansion of offshore sustainable energy 
systems, there is growing pressure on the environ-
ment and permit processes and the accumulation 
results in much higher total risk for accidents of 
future assets. Anticipating the problems at the de-
sign stage and improving verification is likely to in-
crease energy development and reduce costs. This 
thesis explores offshore DST (Decision Support 
Tools) and risk verification of subsea cable assets.  

For subsea cables, a statistical method is proposed 
utilizing measurement data together with shipping 
traffic data (AIS) to estimate the environmental 
risk and risk of accidents of installed cable assets. 
This should partially solve issues of improving 
design using more data and surveys and utilizing 
mechanical and sensor-specific characteristics to 
improve the confidence and burial estimation, 
contrary to today’s methodology. The implication 
of the two studies of cable burial risk assessment 

techniques and verification shows how a develo-
ped methodology can solve issues for verifying the 
integrity of an installed asset. Putting our metho-
dology into practice involves many challenges. 

For the marine Decision Support Tool (DST) and 
sustainable energy development, to estimate po-
tential savings if permit processes would be shor-
ter and less burdensome without degrading the 
quality of the EIA (Environmental Impact Assess-
ment). A method is proposed to model various 
scenarios of effective savings from the developme-
nt of a DST to reduce costs spent on EIA permit-
ting by the offshore energy developers. The study 
of the implication of the marine EIA DST shows 
a quantifiable estimate of the savings potential for 
permit processes for sustainable offshore develop-
ment, and results indicate a need for optimization 
of DST development, which can be an essential 
factor in its implementation and success.
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